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impressed with the diversity of our faculty's research efforts. Even
though the following articles constitute only a fraction of our total
research activity, I believe they give an indication of the everexpanding set of societal problems that the College of Agriculture
is addressing.
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Investment in agricultural research consistently yields an
annual return of 30 to 50 percent. Because much of this research is
funded with public dollars, this work will continue to be supported only if we conduct relevant and credible programs.
We believe that relevance and credibility are conveyed in the

following pages, and we hope that you agree. As always, you are
encouraged to call or write me or any of the researchers directly if
you have questions or need further information. I wish to thank
our publication staff and our faculty for their considerable effort in
developing this publication.
Sincerely,

-/,__- -

Colin Kaltenbach, Director
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station
kltnbch @ag.arizona.edu
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A Knockout Melon Disease
Monosporascus cannonballus
TWENTY -FOUR YEARS AGO A STRANGE

fungus appeared on the feeder roots of
diseased melon plants in Yuma. Under a
microscope the spores of this fungus
appeared spherical and glossy -black,
like a cannonball, about 40 to 50 microns in diameter. Four years later, in
1974, the USDA aptly named the fungus
Monosporascus cannonballus. Not only
does the fungus look like a cannonball,
it acts like one.
Until 1990, no one in the United States

associated the pathogen with the
disorders known as vine decline,
collapse or quick decline that have
caused widespread field losses in
cantaloupe and other melon varieties.
Arizona, California and the Lower Rio
Grande Valley in Texas have all reported these disorders on their melon
crops.
In 1990, Michael Stanghellini, a
University of Arizona plant pathologist,
positively identified the Monosporascus
cannonballus fungus on rotted melon
roots from Harquahala and Litchfield,
Arizona, and from Brawley, California.
The fungus was also identified in the
same year in Texas by Ray Martyn, a
Texas A &M University plant pathologist.
Stanghellini initiated extensive field
studies in 1992 on the epidemiology of
this destructive and currently uncontrolled disease. He has conducted most
of his field research in commercial fields
in Aguila and Harquahala, with support
from concerned growers and from seed
companies. To help develop control
measures, Stanghellini is focusing on
the biology of the fungus and its effects
on different melon cultivars.
He has discovered that the spores are
distributed uniformly in cultivated
fields, which is unusual for a soil -borne
pathogen, and that the fungus is native
to the Southwest.
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"The population is just as high in the
desert as it is in commercial fields,"
Stanghellini said. "And although we
know the fungus is a root pathogen,
little is known about its biology."
The fungus operates by penetrating
the melon's feeder roots and growing
inside them, cutting off the water
supply. The older crown leaves turn
yellow, followed by the younger leaves.
The symptoms appear identical to those

He has discovered that the

spores are distributed
uniformly in cultivated
fields, which is unusual for
a soil-borne pathogen, and
that the fungus is native to
the Southwest.
described as "crown blight," a disease of
unknown cause which devastated the
melon industry in the late fifties and
sixties, according to Stanghellini.
"In photographs taken in 1957, and in
notes taken by researchers at the time,
the symptoms on the oldest crown
leaves are virtually identical to the
symptoms caused by Monosporascus
cannonballus," he said.
The disease often escapes diagnosis
because the spores do not appear on the
feeder roots until late in the growing
season.
"You identify the cause by digging up
the plant, washing the roots and looking
for the fungus," Stanghellini said. "But
if you don't get the feeder roots, you
may miss the fungus."
Once the fungus has colonized the
roots, irrigation becomes critical to the
water -starved plants. Growers may be
able to save a crop affected late in the
season by increasing the irrigation
frequency to finish out the melons

The spores of Monosporascus
cannonballus under a microscope.

before harvest, according to
Stanghellini. The plants may develop
adventitious roots to handle the water
the plugged roots aren't transporting.
Additional studies show that spring planted melons develop symptoms
within one or two weeks of harvest,
while fall -planted crops show signs of
the disease within a month after
planting. And although melon varieties
have responded differently to the
fungus, Stanghellini cautions that most
varieties are susceptible.
"There is no immunity, only tolerance." he said. "To date, no commercially acceptable control strategies have
been developed. However, some melon
cultivars appear to have tolerance in our
field trials."
Concerning cropping frequency,
Stanghellini has noted that growing
melons year after year in the same field
allows the soil population of the
pathogen to increase. First -year melons
usually don't get the disease.
Until more is known about the
fungus, Stanghellini advised growers to
avoid planting melons in fields where
they've had problems with it, to plant
late -maturing varieties, and to provide
extra water to melons in affected fields.

-

Susan McGinley

"You identify the
cause by digging
up the plant,
washing the roots

Contact Mike
Stanghellini in
the Department
of Plant Pathology, The University of Arizona,
Marley Bldg.,

and looking for
the fungus."

Tucson, AZ
85721, (520) 621 -7163,
mstang@ag.arizona.edu.
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Arizona Teens Go Shopping
Decision -Making Styles as Consumers
TODAY'S TEENS SPEND MORE ON FOOD,

clothing, cars and entertainment than
their parents did at the same age,
according to studies conducted in the
early 1990s. Yet not all teen buying
habits are the same, as Soyeon Shim
discovered through a study she conducted on adolescent shoppers.
Shim, a professor in the UA Division
of Retailing and Consumer Studies,
examined differences in consumer
decision-making styles among three
groups of ethnic adolescents: white,
Hispanic and Native American. She
conducted the study because she had
previously found that research on
Hispanic and Native American purchasing habits was scarce.
"Although several researchers have
investigated Hispanics' shopping
behavior, little attempt has been made
to understand the shopping behavior of
the Hispanic adolescent group," Shim
said. "Even more evident is the lack of
research on Native Americans, both
youth and adults."
Shim's primary goal was to study and
characterize the way the adolescents
mentally approach shopping
how
they make choices in the marketplace.
As a component of the study, Shim
analyzed the ways the groups each
interacted with socialization agents.
These are the factors influencing the
adolescents knowledge of consumerrelated information, and the development of their shopping skills and
attitudes. Parents, mass media, school
and peers are examples of socialization
agents.
"This perspective is useful in understanding consumer behavioral differences among subcultures, such as ethnic
groups," she said.

-

Shim's primary goal was to
study and characterize the
way the adolescents mentally
approach shopping
how
they make choices in the

-

marketplace.
To gather data, Shim used a written
questionnaire, administered to representative classes from 29 high schools in
Arizona. All 15 Arizona counties were
represented proportionally. During the
data analysis, Shim found significant
differences among all three groups in
the way they approached shopping.
These variations reflected cultural, not
racial influences, along with other
factors, and no answer was viewed as
right or wrong.
The Anglo adolescents tended to shop
for values: the best quality at the best
price. They considered shopping a
practical, goal- oriented activity that
resulted in rational product choices
based on comparison shopping. In
contrast, the Hispanic group preferred
to buy brand name and fashionable or
novel items. They approached shopping
as an experience to be enjoyed for its
own sake as a form of recreation.
Consequently, they tended toward more
impulse buying than the first group did.
Compared to both the white and
Hispanic groups, the Native American
teens shopped for neither value nor
fashion. They tended to find the wide
array of consumer choices available
more bewildering by its sheer variety.
For this reason, they too, tended to
indulge in impulse buying, but to an
even greater degree than Hispanic
adolescents and not from a recreational
standpoint. Neither practical nor
recreational shoppers, the Native
American teens were most confused by
overchoice in the marketplace.
Shim found this shopping orientation
troubling, and said it warranted further
research.
"LaFromboise and Bigfoot's study in
1988 may explain this to some degree,
when they describe the Native American feeling of being overwhelmed and
helpless as a result of the difficult task
of trying to reconcile Native American
Agricultural Experiment Station Report

Retailing and
Consumer Studies
As one of only a few university -based retailing programs in
the U.S., the Division of Retailing
and Consumer Studies (RCS) at
The University of Arizona focuses
its research on topics of concern to
the Southwest in particular. The
division is located in the School of
Family and Consumer Resources
in the College of Agriculture.
Although many retailers
conduct their own consumer
preference surveys or hire consultants to analyze buying trends,
university -based research can add
a broader, more neutral approach
to retailing issues. RCS faculty
research assists both the academic
community and the retail industry in determining the factors
underlying consumer choices and

findings can also assist consumer
educators in teaching financial
management and shopping
strategies to different consumer
groups.
Current funded projects include
studies on ethnic mall shopper
behavior; Hispanic small business
entrepreneurship; consumer
purchasing patterns of fruit
products in Japan; factors influencing retail career choices of
college students; and electronic
shopper behavior. Results of a
recently completed project
provided the domestic apparel
manufacturing industry with its
first national apparel sizing
database of body measurements
for women 55 and older.
and white cultures," she said. "This
finding also may be partly attributable
to the fact that the majority of Native
American adolescents in this study
reside in rural areas where geographic
constraints limit their shopping experience, consequently elevating their
shopping anxiety."
3

For all three groups, shopping
attitudes were influenced by the teens'
interaction with the socialization agents,
according to Shim.
"Hispanics were most likely to
interact with parents in terms. of buying
things," she said. They tended to enjoy
printed media, to be susceptible to
commercial ads, and to believe that
school teaches them about consumer
education. In fact, Hispanic adolescents
manifested the greatest exposure to all
forms of socialization agents, a pattern
corroborated by other researchers as well.
"The Native American teen consumers tended to score between the Hispanics and whites in terms of interaction
with parents, printed media, and
commercial ads, but demonstrated the
lowest score on consumer education,"
Shim said. "The Native American teen
is not necessarily convinced that school
is a good source of consumer education."
Shim believes these findings bear
directly on classroom instruction in
consumer education. Strategies for
teaching shopping and financial management skills should be developed
with cultural differences in mind. Her
study indicates, for instance, that both
Hispanic and Native American adolescents would benefit from financial
management education to curtail
impulsive spending.
"Further, Native American adolescents need to be apprised of the possibility of the shopping experience being
more enjoyable than confusing or
overwhelming," she said. "Consumer
education for them should include help
in learning to make appropriate decisions in the marketplace. Other useful
topics would include product knowledge; efficient shopping skills such as
comparison shopping and preplanning;
and general consumer proficiency,
including a knowledge of legal economic issues and budgeting skills."

-

Susan McGinley

Contact Soyeon
Shim in the
Division of
Retailing and
Consumer
Studies, The
University of
Arizona, SFCR
123, Tucson,

AZ 85721, (520) 621 -8696, or

Shifty Trees in Southeastern Arizona
AT FIRST GLANCE, THE OAK TREES IN SOUTH -

eastern Arizona look perfectly natural
growing in the surrounding grassland.
But Quercus emoryi, the Emory Oak, is
actually advancing from a higher native
elevation to lower elevations once
dominated by grasses. Scientists say the
lower oak treeline now occupies elevations of 5000' to 6000'.
Although grasslands may also move
to higher elevations, UA ecologist Guy
McPherson and other researchers believe
the oak trees and not the grasslands
have been shifting at an undetermined
rate for the last century or more.
"Maybe this has been happening
within the last 150 years or even the last
1500 years," said McPherson, an associate professor in the School of Renewable
Natural Resources. "We have done some
carbon -14 dating, but the method was
not precise enough to tell us how long
the trees have been in this area."
Yet McPherson and his team of
graduate students have been able to set
up other tests to help determine the
causes of the downslope shift of oaks, by
focusing on the factors that affect oak
seedling distribution. They are establishing and studying oak seedlings; analyzing soils; observing acorn distribution by
birds; and examining other wildlife
feeding habits.
The USDA Cooperative Research
Service has sponsored the four -year
study which began in 1993.
Field sites for the study occupy two
counties and include Canelo Hills, San
Rafael Valley, Patagonia Mountains,
Huachuca Mountain and the Ft.
Huachuca Military Reservation. The
area features a dry grassland ecosystem
known as a savanna. Characterized by
scattered trees or shrubs growing among
grasses, savannas develop where
woodlands and grasslands merge.
Researchers believe the shift in the
treeline is related to several environmental effects, including climate changes,
reduced fire frequency, increased cattle
grazing, or a combination of these
factors. Other environmental phenomena such as elevated carbon dioxide
levels in the atmosphere and increased
incidences of freezing temperatures or
high summer temperatures may also
contribute to the rate of the forest's
advancement.

shim@ag.arizona.edu.
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Emory Oak (Quercus emoryi)

Graduate students Heather Eggleston,
Andy Hubbard, José Villanueva and
Jake Weltzin are assisting McPherson's
efforts to find out what limits or enhances the establishment of oak seedlings. The researchers spent two months
during the summers of 1993 and 1994
collecting as many as 10,000 acorns each
year to plant in small plots on the
savanna. Individual research projects

Researchers believe the shift
in the treeline is related to
several environmental effects,
including climate changes,
reduced fire frequency,
increased cattle grazing, or a
combination of these factors.
within the overall study focus on
vertebrate and invertebrate consumers
of both the seedlings and the acorns, the
density of seedling stands, and competition between grass and oak seedlings.
Andy Hubbard is focusing on how the
seedlings are distributed, particularly by
the Mexican Jay, a common species in
the area. Fallen acorns or those picked
off by birds seem to play a major role in
how the treeline is dispersed and where
it is trying to go. Hubbard and
McPherson believe the Mexican Jay
inadvertently distributes acorns
throughout the grassy areas of savannas
by burying the acorns to feed on later.
"A jay will come along and take the
acorns off the oak trees, and then plant
them in the ground to save later for

3

Guy McPherson stands next to enclosed research plots planted with oak seedlings (above), and
checks a rain gauge.
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food," McPherson said. "But if the birds
forget where they planted the acorns, or
if they die before they can come back to
eat them, then a viable oak tree will
sprout where they left the seed."
Once sprouted, seedlings may not
survive to adulthood if animal or plant
competition is too high. A preliminary
study in 1993 showed that deer, javelina,
grasshoppers, caterpillars and ants may
chew on the seedlings, or they may
desiccate before they have a chance to
grow. Grasses may grow more quickly
than the seedling, competing for moisture and nutrients. Heather Eggleston is
looking at how the seedlings grown
from acorns survive in competition with
other grasses in the field, and she hopes
to discover which herbivorous
or
plant -eating creatures favor the
seedlings.
"Basically, I am looking at what's
eating the seedlings, " Eggleston said.
"We want to gain a better understanding
of the grassland /woodland ecosystem,
because there is not much known on
how living things affect seedling
growth. I am also trying to see whether
the seedlings are in competition with
surrounding grasses for shade and rain
above ground, or for nutrients and soil
moisture below ground."
Early results showed most seedlings
could not survive beyond the first stage
of leaf sprouting. Invertebrates, such as
grasshoppers and ants, ate holes in the
leaves. Some seedlings, McPherson
found, survived even after they were
eaten, but died later due to other causes.
In each experiment, acorns are planted
three ways: in grassland plots, in
cleared woodlands and in intact wood-

-

-

lands. In 1993, nearly 75 percent of the
seedlings survived in a mesh enclosure
when no insects ate the emerging
seedlings. Twenty percent of the seedlings survived in spite of caterpillar,
grasshopper or ant feeding.
Jake Weltzin believes a shift in
weather patterns may affect the treeline
distribution also. He is simulating the
effects of rain and other precipitation on
oak seedlings by applying different
amounts of water to the plants. His
study focuses on the abiotic, or nonbiological factors contributing to forest
advancement.
"When we drive our cars into the
forest, we release carbon dioxide into the
air," Weltzin said. "This affects the
changes in temperature and cloud cover.
I believe oaks and grasses are changing
also with the global climate change."
He hypothesizes that global climate
influences the seasonality of precipitation, which affects both the timing and
the spacing of the treeline.
"We don't know when or if global
changes will affect the weather pattern,"
Weltzin said. "I believe, though, that if
we see more rain in the winter this will
benefit the oak trees and cause more
woody vegetation to shift at the expense
of the grass." In the summer, the
opposite would be true.
"The summer rains should favor the
grasses," he said. "This is only important
where grass and trees meet." Recently,
McPherson discovered that new oak
trees forming near the lower treeline
were limited by warm season grasses
such as sideoats grama and blue grama.
Typically in Arizona, the warm season
includes the monsoons, thus these
grasses would slow the spread of the
oaks.
Agricultural Experiment Station Report

Weltzin said because the government
spends millions of dollars to prevent the
spread of mesquite and other trees, he
hoped the results from this research
would help policy makers decide how to
manage the area.
"The lower treeline is important,"
McPherson said. "The action is there.
People use it for recreation." Thus
managing the area may involve choosing between the savanna /forest system
for recreation or the grassland for
livestock grazing.
"If we want to enhance our recreational facilities, maybe we should be
looking at ways to control the grasslands," McPherson said. "On the other
hand, if we want to feed more cattle, to
provide more food for our growing
population, maybe we should expand
the grasslands."
McPherson hopes to continue this
research for ten years to document the
rate of the forest's advancement onto
grassland. He and his research team
hope their findings, when completed,
will contribute to better management
decisions for the grassland /woodland
area in southeastern Arizona.

-

Crystal Renfrow

Contact Guy
McPherson at
128A Bio
Sciences East,
School of
Renewable
Natural Resources, University of Arizona,
Tucson AZ
85721, (520) 621 -5389,
grm@ag.arizona.edu.
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Tracking Goshawks in Northern Arizona
To DETERMINE THE FOREST CONDITIONS
Northern Goshawks need to survive on
Arizona's Kaibab Plateau, researchers
and biologists must first understand the
kinds of forests in which the birds prefer
to hunt.
"Since the mid -to -late 1800s, pine
forests in Arizona have been a source of
wood for the state," said Bill Mannan, a
biologist in the School of Renewable
Natural Resources. "As a result of the
timber harvest, there have been a
number of structural changes in the
forest and there is a growing concern
that these changes are affecting the
animals that live there."
Goshawks nest in groves of large old
trees where much of the timber harvest
is taking place. According to Mannan,

"As a result of the timber
harvest, there have been a
number of structural changes
in the forest and there is a
growing concern that these
changes are affecting the
animals that live there."
there is some evidence that the goshawks are negatively affected by the
timber harvest in nest stands.
"Tree harvest methods that create
large areas of sparse trees are potentially
detrimental to the Northern Goshawks,"
Mannan said. His completed research,
primarily sponsored by the USDA Forest
Service, generally supports a proposed
Forest Service management plan for
goshawks.
"To begin managing the forest for
these birds, the first efforts were to
protect nest sites and patches of old
trees," Mannan said. "But there was also
concern about where the birds foraged,
and very little information about the
kinds of areas they foraged in."
Mannan and former graduate student
Donald Smith observed 11 male goshawks during two summer breeding
seasons in 1991 and 1992. They wanted
to find out where male goshawks
hunted during the summertime, which
forest environments they preferred, and
whether the goshawks preferred one
type of forest environment over another.

6

To track the birds as they
hunted for food, Mannan and
Smith used direct observation
and radio telemetry.
To track the birds as they hunted for
food, Mannan and Smith used direct
observation and radio telemetry. First,
they captured each bird and attached a
10 -gram radio transmitter to its tail
feathers. "The transmitter has a little
antenna that goes out of the back which
emits the same kind of signal that a
radio station would emit," Mannan said.
The transmitters were used to locate the
birds at different intervals during the
day.
In 1991, Mannan and Smith tracked
the birds for four hours during the day,
making attempts to locate them every
half hour. In 1992, they located the birds
twice a day.
"We carried receivers much like the
one for your radio," Mannan said. "If
you dial your radio into certain frequencies, you get certain stations that are
being transmitted. The antenna on each
bird enabled us to dial into the frequency of that particular bird." (Each
bird wore a transmitter emitting a
different frequency.)
When the researchers pointed their
directional receiving antennas toward
the transmitters, the signals became
louder, indicating the direction of the
bird's location. Because goshawks are
wary of humans and can easily fly away
when approached, Mannan combined
the radio telemetry with another
technique to determine the birds'
whereabouts.
"With some kinds of animals that you
can get close to, you can just follow the
signal directly to the animal to find out
where it is and what it's doing," Mannan
said. Since goshawks fly faster than
people can walk, Mannan and Smith
decided to find the birds using triangulation, a method of targeting a location
using two people holding transmitters.
"When the signal to the bird was
strong, we would walk into the area
from two different locations, each of us
trying to figure out where the bird was
as we communicated by two -way
radio," Mannan said.

Agricultural Experiment Station Report

Northern Goshawk

Characterized by their white
eyebrows, goshawks have a
wingspan of 3 1/2 to 4 feet,
are 19 to 23 inches tall, and
live primarily in forests across
North America.
Although the goshawks nest
in a variety of forests, in northern Arizona they reside primarily in ponderosa pine. This tree
is the dominant species in the
Kaibab National Forest located
north of the Grand Canyon.

Then they took compass bearings on
the bird and mapped its location where
the two bearings crossed. They took
readings 100 meters away so the birds
would not be frightened by their
presence.
After pinpointing a series of locations
for each bird, Mannan and Smith plotted
all of the spots on topographical maps to
determine the patterns of habitat use
during hunting. Many of the points were
clustered in dense, mature forests,
suggesting the birds' tendency to favor
that environment. Mannan believes this
was based on the availability of prey.
Yet the birds used areas along the edges
of the forests and meadows as well.
During the first three weeks of the
nesting period, a male goshawk will
provide 80 to 90 percent of the prey
consumed by himself, the female, and
the nestling. He generally preys on small
to medium -sized birds and mammals.
"But we found that the goshawks on
the plateau fed on a lot of mammals,
which is unusual for the goshawk,"
Mannan said. The birds ate cottontail

rabbits, ground squirrels, and Kaibab
squirrels.
"This is consistent with what other
people have found with goshawks, that
they tend to be generalists and eat
whatever is out there," he said. "Other
researchers have also found that given
the chance, goshawks prefer to do their
hunting in forests rather than in open
meadows."
The Forest Service has suggested a
management plan allowing each pair of
goshawks to have a home range consisting of a canopy (treetop) closure of 40
percent to 60 percent of the foraging
area. Mannan and Smith found that
these recommendations would probably
be suitable for goshawks.

"Our results showed that the
home ranges of the male
goshawks contained 35
percent open forest and 65
percent closed forest."
"Our results showed that the home
ranges of the male goshawks contained
35 percent open forest and 65 percent
closed forest," Mannan said. "The birds
in our study appeared to be OK and
were able to find enough food to
support the nestlings."
To further understand the where the
goshawks live and where they hunt,
Mannon said more radio telemetry work

needs to be done on female and male
goshawks throughout the winter. "We
need to get a complete understanding of
the habitat requirements of these birds,"
Mannan said.

-

Crystal Renfrow

Contact Bill
Mannan at 201 Bio
Sciences East,
School of Renewable Natural
Resources, The
University of
Arizona, Tucson
AZ 85721, (520)
621 -7283, or
mannan@ag.arizona.edu.

Asking Questions
The University Addresses the Public's Agricultural and Environmental Concerns
OUT OF THE DOZENS OF AGRICULTURAL AND

environmental subjects we read about
daily, which issues do Arizonans care
about most? That depends on how you
ask the question. In a 1994 survey
sponsored by The University of Arizona, one group of respondents chose
water quality and availability, air
quality, food safety, preplanning for
urban sprawl vs. natural desert, and
recycling as their top five issues. In the
same survey, a second group ranked
agricultural /urban interaction, human
and animal issues, public land use,
water conservation and groundwater
quality at the top.
Why the difference between the two
groups? The findings obviously reveal a
different set of priorities for each. In
general, the first group focused on
environmental concerns and education,
while the second highlighted economic
issues directly related to production.

Jack Elliot, an assistant professor in the
Department of Agricultural Education,
designed the study to generate two
groups of data, one based on open -

ended questions, and the other based on
a list of preselected research topics from
institutions across the country. Thus the
first group of respondents was asked to
write down their own list of concerns
and then rank them in order of personal
importance, while the second group was
given a preselected list of topics to rank.

"What surprised me the most
about the free choice group
was that some of the hot
media items
endangered
species and grazing fees, for
example
were not high
priority items as far as the
majority of Arizonans was
concerned."

-

-

"We wanted to find out if public
priorities were similar to the College of
Agriculture's research interests," said
Jack Elliot, an assistant professor in the
UA Department of Agricultural Education. "By having the two lists, we were
able to address these public priorities
within our own current research
agenda."

Agricultural Experiment Station Report

Open-ended questions can uncover
audience opinions that might have gone
undetected in a purely forced -choice
survey, as Elliot discovered. "What
surprised me the most about the free
choice group was that some of the hot
media items endangered species and
grazing fees, for example were not
high priority items as far as the majority
of Arizonans was concerned," Elliot

-

-

said.
He had expected these items to rank

much higher than they did. "Respondents who made up their own lists
selected water, air and food quality
anything that affects people personally."
He believes this finding highlights the
need for more public input in research
agendas.
Through research he completed in
1992, Elliot learned that agricultural

-
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The Top Five
Agricultural and Environmental Issues
Ranked by Arizona Citizens
1

Quality and Availability of Water

2

Air Quality

3

Food Safety

4

Preplanning: Urban Sprawl vs. Natural Desert

5

Recycling

Elliot designed the survey as
part of a larger, four -phase
project dedicated to
improving the agricultural
and environmental literacy of
the general public.
institutions nationwide do not normally
include consumers when identifying
research issues. "Knowing this information, we need to make sure that all our
research has a disseminative aspect to
inform the public," he said. "The
College of Agriculture does address
many of the issues chosen by the write in group, and more of it needs to be
publicized. In particular, the College is
concerned about the environment, and
its research efforts reflect that. As for
choosing university research agendas, it
should be known that the College of
Agriculture utilizes consumer advisory
committees for its agricultural reasearch
stations."
Elliot designed the survey as part of a
larger, four-phase project dedicated to
improving the agricultural and environmental literacy of the general public.
"An agriculturally and environmentally
literate person is someone who understands the food and fiber system and its
current economic, social and environmental significance to all people," he
said.
As the project s first phase, the
survey helped Elliot identify consumer
information needs in agriculture and the
natural environment, and then design
ways to deliver that information.

8

Determining and testing a model for
agricultural and environmental literacy
will comprise the second phase. In the
third phase, Elliot will assess the levels
of knowledge Arizonans have of
agriculture and the environment, and
their understanding of the issues
identified in phase one.
The fourth and final phase will
evaluate the effectiveness of educational
and other strategies or models designed
to improve agricultural and environmental literacy. To accomplish this goal,
a 1996 summer institute has tentatively
been planned for people who are
interested in improving agricultural and
environmental literacy in youth. The
institute will involve elementary school
teachers, 4 -H Youth Development
volunteers and other interested parties.
Elliot is collaborating with USDA and
4 -H to customize the national Agriculture in the Classroom curriculum (a
general curriculum developed to
improve grade school students knowledge of basic agriculture) to include the
Arizona issues identified in his study.
This curriculum already reaches
thousands of classrooms across the
United States.

-

Susan McGinley

Contact Jack Elliot
in the Department
of Agricultural
Education, The
University of
Arizona, 224
Forbes, Tucson,

AZ 85721, (520)
621 -7173, or

elliot@ag.arizona.edu.
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WHAT IS A DELPHI STUDY?

As part of his current Agricultural
Experiment Station research, Jack
Elliot surveyed a cross section of
Arizona consumers to determine
the issues they considered most
pressing in the agricultural and

environmental arenas.
Using a special form of survey
research called a Delphi study,
Elliot pinpointed the 20 issues of
greatest concern to the general
public regarding the environment;
food production and consumption; the use of Arizona land;
international food trade; and
pollution. He also compared the
list of issues identified by consumers with a list of similar issues
identified from the Fiscal Year
1994 Priorities For Research,
Extension and Higher Education,
a USDA document.
The Delphi process is a written
group interview technique that
generates ideas as it gathers
opinions on a certain topic. In its
traditional, open-ended format,
respondents contribute their own
lists of items related to the research problem, unlike other
surveys that ask respondents to
react to preselected lists. The
result is a list of data generated
entirely by the participants.
The process began with a
mailed questionnaire, sent to
potential respondents in March,
1994. He divided the respondents
into two groups, and sent a set of
four different questionnaires to
each. One set included a
preselected list of research identified Arizona issues, while
the other set was left open- ended,
without a list, to generate original
responses. Accordingly, the first
group ranked the twenty issues
already identified through the
review of literature, while the
second group selected their own
issues, wrote them on the questionnaire, and ranked them. This
allowed Elliot to compare the
topics identified by constituent
groups with those selected by
consumers.

Agricultural Tourism in Cochise County
Survey Results Show Promise for Local Economy
r

EVERY YEAR, TOURISTS FROM TUCSON AND

other Arizona towns travel to farms in
the Willcox and Benson areas in southeastern Arizona to buy produce. They
bring baskets and bags for picking their
own fruits and vegetables in the fields.
A lot of the visitors stop to have picnics,
and to buy homemade apple pies, jams,
cider and other products.
Many of the tourists visiting Cochise
County want not only produce, but a
farm experience as well. They go to
spend the day in a country atmosphere,
and they reward the county economically for the opportunity. In 1993 alone,
"agri- tourists" spent about one million
dollars in the area, according to University of Arizona researchers.
About 28 fresh -farm outlets currently
operate in Cochise County, and cornpared to states in the Midwest, Arizona
has very few on -farm produce businesses.
"In other states Illinois or Wisconsin, for example more than 1,000
direct marketing enterprises exist in
farming areas," said Julie Leones, an
agricultural economist in the UA
Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics. "These include
roadside stands, bed and breakfast
establishments, and other outlets. Here
in Arizona, we'd be hard -pressed to
come up with a list of 60. Yet our study
shows there's clearly a growing demand
for more of this."
The window of opportunity for
Cochise County farm tourism is the
fresh produce season, which generally
runs from July through October, and
includes apples, corn, tomatoes, pumpkins and squash, string beans, pistachio
nuts and other crops. Farms selling
produce devote between two and 153
acres to fruits and vegetables. Each farm
surveyed offers one or more of the
following: roadside stands, haywagon
tours, U -pick fields pre -picked produce,
baked goods, preserves, plants, arts and
crafts, honey, meat, fish, picnic facilities,
restrooms, drinking water, shade trees,
and snack bars.
To assist agricultural producers and
local business people in attracting more
customers, the Cochise County Cooperative Extension wanted to measure
the number of visitors at fresh farm
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Location of Farm Outlets in Cochise County, Arizona

produce outlets and the amount of
money they were spending. The project,
funded by the Arizona Cooperative
Extension, had two main objectives.
First, a survey based on interviews with
customers and the operators of U -pick
and fresh farm outlets would document
the visitors' economic contribution to
the area. Second, the information
compiled from the survey would be
distributed to help outlet owners learn
more about their customers.
Four UA faculty collaborated on the
project: Leones; Doug Dunn, Cochise
County extension director; Rob Call,
Cochise County horticulture agent; and
Marshall Worden, then assistant
director and community economic
specialist with the Drachman Institute
for Land and Regional Development
Studies. Stephen Klump and Kristina
Smith, students in the Department of
Agricultural and Resource Economics,
personally interviewed the farm
customers.
In addition to interviewing fresh-farm
outlet owners and managers, and 904
customers, the research team gathered
road count data and examined visitor
registries. This information helped them
identify trends and suggest opportunities for business enhancement in the
area.
Agricultural Experiment Station Report

Long's Orchard

Estancia Orchard
Hatch -Nolan Orchard
Sehe-Ya Natural Pistachios
Triple A Ranch Processing, Inc.

20 Beck's Retail Store

Sierra

20

Circle I Farms
Stout's Cider Mill
Corron's Small Organic Farm

22
23
24
25
28

27
28

& Sulphur
Springs Meat Packers
J &B Orchards
Kennedy U -Pick Orchard
Mitchell Orchard
Ratzlaff Veggies
Sweeneÿ s Onion Patch
Beatty's Miller Canyon Apiary
& Orchard Co.
White Feather Stock Farm, Inc.
Zamp Country Nursery

The heart of the project was the
customer survey, conducted from mid July through October, 1993. Using
laptop computers to enter responses,
researchers personally interviewed
customers at Cochise County fresh -farm
outlets. Seventy -nine percent of the
people they approached agreed to
participate in the study.
Surprisingly, the survey showed that
the average customer had driven more
than 80 miles, primarily from Tucson, to
visit farms in Cochise County. More
than 44 percent said they came for the
farm or rural experience as well as the
produce. They viewed the experience as
a family outing rather than an excursion
primarily to buy produce for canning.
This is a definite trend away from farm
visits even a decade ago, when women
were the primary visitors, searching for
produce to preserve. Only 55 percent of
the customers in the survey were
women.
"It's not your typical U -Pick activity,"
Leones said. "We've been talking to
people in other states who also see an
increase in the number of people
coming out to have an experience and to
have a family weekend. Fewer people
are canning and buying in bulk, and
they are willing to buy more value added products."
9

Results of this 1993 research,
including a farm visitor survey
conducted in Cochise County by
UA College of Agriculture extension faculty, indicate that
agritourism is on the rise, offering a
new direction in agricultural
development for the area. (For the
purposes of their study, the researchers defined agritourists as
"out of county visitors who come to
the area primarily for the purpose
of purchasing on-farm produce. ")
Although it takes more work,
interested communities can increase
their income by enhancing their
farm facilities for both produce sales
and recreation.
The report based on the agricultural tourism survey is available
through the College of Agriculture
Publication Distribution Center,
4042 N. Campbell, Tucson, AZ 85719.

Origin of Visitors to Farm Outlets

Estimated Total Expeditures
by Out-of- County Visitors
Other

$11998

Lodging
47,541

Gasoline
43,192
Groceries
$7,049
Restaurant food
$138,874

Farm produce
$767,622

The opportunity for increased
Out of the estimated 81,450 out-ofbusiness does have drawbacks for the
county visitors who flocked to the area
community. More tourism requires
between July 15 and November 1, 1993,
more preparation and organization on
nearly 80 percent said the farms were
the part of the farmers, and produces
their primary destination. A large
more traffic in the area.
number were new customers.
"Some recommendations that came
"One third were visiting for the first
would change the local lifestyle,"
out
exand
they
overwhelmingly
time,
Leones admitted. For example, three pressed an interest in coming back
fourths of the visitors come on weekagain," Leones said. Most visitors had
ends, but do not go to downtown
learned about the area by word of
Willcox because the store hours are
mouth and had planned their visits,
limited. "The community wanted the
which usually lasted one day. Ninetycustomers to come downtown, and we
back.
seven percent said they would be
suggested they extend their hours
highway
were
visits
off
the
Impulse
during this three -month period. But
few, probably because only a few signs
most stores are still not open on Sunadvertised the opportunity to buy
days, and many are closed on Saturdays
produce.
as well."
"We're not catching any of the traffic
Another idea the researchers sugoff I-10," Leones said. "I think there's a
gested was to encourage people to stay
lot of opportunity not only for Willcox
overnight in the area. Motels would
to tie this into its tourism activities, but
need small refrigerators in rooms to
for other farmers in other areas to tie it
store produce, and would have to entice
into their own operations." The survey
visitors to stay. "But people aren't yet
indicated benefits to non -farm enterwilling to promote convenient weekend
prises: visitors spent $230,000 in
hotel packages," Leones said.
restaurants, gas stations, hotels and
Yet by cooperating on advertising and
other businesses, an average of $40 on
many Willcox area residents,
marketing,
farm.
If
$18
off
the
farm
and
another
the
growers in particular, have been able to
they stayed overnight, they would
attract customers and have been
spend more money. Less than ten
percent of the tourists spent the night in satisfied with the results. The Willcox
Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture,
1993, but those who did spent an
average of $130 per visit compared to an and The University of Arizona Cooperative Extension have assisted outlet
average of $54 spent on a day visit.
owners with these efforts.
10
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"They know they're selling the
experience, not just the product,"
Leones said. "They've gotten good
support from the Chamber of Commerce. We've had meetings with the
economic development council, and
we've noticed that the farm community
is more excited than the business
community. Within a month after the
report they were changing their advertising. Based on customer suggestions,
they put up new signs and established a
telephone number to call for produce
availability."
As far as produce choice, Leones said
customers chose apples and corn as
their top preferences, and said they
would like to purchase strawberries, an
item not yet available in the area. This
has led to suggestions for other crops as
well, and Rob Call has been working
with growers to determine crop varieties that would do well in the region.
The survey and its response from the
community has encouraged the extension faculty to sponsor a workshop for
farmers interested in direct marketing.
A manual, the Direct Agricultural
Marketing and Tourism Handbook, has
been produced through the Department
of Agricultural and Resource Economics, and is available through the Arizona
Department of Agriculture.
Possibly the greatest benefit of
agritourism is the understanding people
gain regarding the value of agriculture.
Very few people live on farms now, and
in a time when criticism of farming and
ranching has run high, personal contact
with the farming community could
make a difference, Leones said.
"So far, best advertisement for the
value of agriculture in the state is
people who will jump into their car and
drive 90 miles to see a farm and talk
with farmers," she said. "That understanding is lost unless there is some
type of direct contact."

-

Susan McGinley

Contact Julie
Leones in the
Department of
Agricultural and
Resource
Economics, 208
Economics
Bldg. (# 23),
The University
of Arizona,
Tucson, AZ 85721, (520) 621 -6255,
leonesj @ aruba. ccit.arizona. edu.

Matters of the Heart
Studying Heart Muscle Cells
WHEN

A LIVING BEING UNFOLDS FROM AN

embryo, something triggers each cell to
turn into different kinds of tissue. Bone,
gland, muscle, nerve, artery none
arises by accident. Parker Antin specializes in studying these regulatory
mechanisms in animal embryos.
As a cell and developmental biologist
in the Department of Animal Sciences at
The University of Arizona, Antin is
currently studying the mechanisms that
turn cells of the early embryo into heart
and skeletal muscle cells. An understanding of these regulatory factors in
animals may provide the key to regenerating parts of the human body that
have been damaged or diseased. It may
also assist work in selecting and adjusting animal characteristics for production
agriculture.
"If you knew which genes made a
heart muscle cell, you could help
Johnny, who just had a heart attack, to
regenerate heart muscle," Antin said.
"We're trying to find out which genes
tell the cells to become heart muscle."
To do that, Antin is studying the
youngest cells in the body.
"We all start from a fertilized egg,"
Antin said. "How do you go from that
single fertilized egg to all the cells in the
body? The sperm is basically a DNA
bullet, and the egg has everything else.
After fertilization, the egg divides many
times before cells begin to differentiate.
They must also get into the right place
at the right time. Not only do cells take
on specialized functions, they also
interact in precise ways to create fingers
that move, and hearts that beat."
Antin uses chicken embryos obtained
from ranch eggs to study the initial
differences that arise, beginning with a
biological process known as gastrulation. In this sequence of events, the
embryo goes from a hollow ball of cells
to a recognizable structure, with a head
and a tail.
"During this process, precursors to
the different types of cells appear,"
Antin said. "Using special techniques,
we know which cells will become a
heart cell, a brain cell, and so on."
Antin's work on skeletal muscle cells
has helped to show that certain master
regulatory genes are turned on in cells
to make them become muscle. Tests

Antin's work on skeletal
muscle cells has helped to
show that certain master
regulatory genes are turned
on in cells to make them

-

become muscle.

Two -day old chicken embryo, stained purp e to show heart tissue in the center (at left),
and nuclei of heart muscle cells in a chicken embryo. The strands in the center of the
photo are myofibrils, the structures that contract the muscle.

reveal that putting a master gene for
muscle development into a non -muscle
cell will turn it into muscle.
"If we artificially express one of the
genes in nerve cells, for example, they
turn into muscle cells," Antin said. "We
can't yet do that with heart muscle." He
realized that working on heart cells
required different techniques than those
he was able to use for skeletal muscle
research.
"It was easy to work on skeletal
muscles because we had tissue culture
lines an artificial system out of an
embryo," he said. "We can grow billions
of those cells. Models recapitulating that
were identified thirty years ago."
But tissue culture models for heart
muscle development simply do not
exist. And embryonic regions that will
form heart are very small, affording
very few cells for study at the critical
time of development Antin is investigating.

-
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"We can't do 'bucket biochemistry,' "
he said, "because we have a only small
number of cells to work with. We have
to use fancy biochemical techniques to
identify the character of these cells."
Using a modification of a technique
known as polymerase chain reaction,
Antin amplifies minute amounts of
genetic material. First he isolates it by
heating it and chemically unzipping the
RNA strand to open up places where
primers can be attached. Then these
primers are used by an enzyme called
DNA polymerase to make an exact
DNA copy of the RNA. This procedure
is repeated many times within a single
tube to create billions of copies of one
RNA sequence.
So far, Antin has discovered that heart
muscle development is regulated at two
levels, intrinsic and extrinsic.
"Intrinsic regulation comes from
genes inside the cell," Antin explained.
"It says, 'I know what I'm going to
11

We've defined what happens

between groups of cells that
tells them when they'll
become heart cells.

become.' Extrinsic regulation is an
environmental factor that says, 'you
need to be over there, and don't do it till
I say.' " Those are both molecular
studies, according to Antin. From an
embryology standpoint, the questions
include when and where do precursors
show up, how do they get to where
they're supposed to be, and what
controls that process.
"We now have information that tells
us when the precursors will become
heart cells," Antin said. "And we've
defined what happens between groups
of cells that tells them when they'll
become heart cells. External signals
seem to trigger when those intrinsic
genes will be expressed." There is a give
and take between the intrinsic and
extrinsic processes, and Antin's group
has determined the timing of those
operations.
Antin does all of this work using
fertile chicken and quail embryos
obtained from eggs he buys at a local

ranch. The method offers low cost,
simplicity and a respect for animal rights.
"We don't have to do any invasive
procedures on the mother to get the
embryos," Antin said. "They're essentially the same boxed eggs like people
buy in a store, except that they have
been fertilized. From a laboratory

standpoint, bird embryos have physical
characteristics that make them easy to
use. They're flat and easy to look down
on, instead of a ball. Many embryos,
including those of humans and cows,
have the same characteristics."
Antin and a team of five researchers
began working on heart muscle cells at
The University of Arizona in 1991. The
National Institute of Health, the Arizona affiliate of the American Heart
Association, and the Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station have sponsored the research.
In spite of their progress, Antin and
his associates have not yet isolated the
exact genes responsible for the entire
process of heart muscle differentiation.
As always in research, the answers just
lead to more questions.
"We're trying to understand how
heart cells locate themselves where they
need to be before they become their

final cell type," Antin said. "How do
they know to get to the right place at the
right time, and what controls that?
These cells start off in different places in
the embryo. We are studying how each
gene controls the morphology of the
embryo."
Antin hopes to be able to identify
each gene and its function within the
next three years.
"To sum it up, we're interested in
heart and skeletal muscle cells, how it is
decided what they will become and
how they're made," Antin said. "If we
know about these two, we can manage
them from a production side, or a
biomedical side."

-

Susan McGinley

Contact Parker
Antin in the
Department of
Animal Sciences, The
University of
Arizona, Shantz
Bldg., Tucson,
AZ, (520) 6215993, or parker @ccit.arizona.edu.

Western Grazing Fees
Studying Perceptions and Realities

use in the West may never go away
they have a long history. Federal
grazing lands comprise 250 million
acres in eleven states, and ranchers,
recreationists, environmentalists, federal
land management employees and others
have all had different opinions about
this rangeland.
"Groups with conflicting interests
have battled over the use and management of those lands since agriculture
moved into the Great Plains and Rocky
Mountains over a century ago," said Jeff
LaFrance, an agricultural economist at
The University of Arizona.
In 1994, the nationwide public debate
over western grazing fees continued the
tradition. The controversy focused on
the differences in permit costs between
publicly and privately leased grazing
lands. Public lands ranchers were
accused of being subsidized by low
federal grazing fees, and a movement

arose to increase public grazing fees,
presumably to "even the score."
According to his research, LaFrance
maintains this view was too simplified,
and overlooked crucial differences
between the conditions attached to both
private and public grazing permits.
And with environmental concerns
foremost in the public mind, LaFrance
argues that the rationale of raising
public grazing fees in order to save the
land may backfire instead.
In 1994, LaFrance and Myles J. Watts,
an agricultural economist from Montana
State University, analyzed locational
differences in private grazing fees in the
West. They also studied the legal
conditions attached to public and
private grazing permits, and noted the
differences.
"Landlords on private lands build
and maintain fences, provide water
facilities, exclude open access to people
other than tenants, and allow rights to

12
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ARGUMENTS OVER GRAZING FEES AND LAND

"The perception that public
lands ranchers pay less
overlooks the fact that they
have to buy the permit from
someone else."
hunting, fishing and timber cutting,"
LaFrance said. "And they often will
move and check cattle, and administer
supplemental feed. None of this is
provided under a federal grazing
permit. Since these services are costly to
provide, their value is built into the
competitive market price for private
grazing rights."
Normally, a grazing permit goes with
a ranch when it is sold, and any cost is
part of the value of the ranch, according
to LaFrance. Banks include that cost in
equity calculations. "The perception
that public lands ranchers pay less
overlooks the fact that they have to buy
the permit from someone else," he said.

"With most public lands ranchers
purchasing their leases from someone
else, this means their initial investment
costs for their federal grazing permits
absorbs, at least partially, any benefits
due to a relative cost advantage for
grazing livestock on public lands."
When legislators, ranchers and federal
land management personnel requested
more facts and background information
on western grazing fees and permits,
the two researchers responded with a
study they released in June, 1994: Public
Grazing in the West and 'Rangeland
Reform 94.'

The researchers began by theorizing
that a significant increase in grazing fees
would reduce rancher net incomes, and
result in a fall in the market value of
federal grazing permits. This in turn
would cause wealth transfers away
from public lands ranchers and towards
the U. S. Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management. To determine this
effect, they estimated the relative
increase in federal grazing fees that
would have occurred under the RR '94
formula over the years 1965-1992, a
historical time period with available data.
LaFrance and Watts used a simple
econometric model of the market for
livestock grazing to compare fees in
eleven states where livestock grazing is
most prevalent on federal lands: Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming.
As a unit of measure, they used
dollars per animal unit month (AUM),
where an animal unit month is defined
as 26 pounds of dry matter grass per
day. They developed a range of
estimates for the 1965 -1992 average real
forage value per AUM in each state.
Then they used a mathematical formula
to compare private net forage values
and actual federal grazing fees with the
fee structure of the RR '94 proposal, to
develop a feel for the latter's likely
economic impacts.
What they found was that the RR '94
proposal would have increased grazing
fees considerably on federal lands
between 1965 and 1992. "The least
profitable grazing states will be hurt the
most by this, because of the way the
new fee is calculated," LaFrance said.
The 1993 federal grazing fee was $1.86
per AUM, in contrast to the proposed
1994 fee of $3.96 per AUM. If the
grazing fees increase that much,
LaFrance believes Arizona will experience significant negative incomes and

Based on their research, LaFrance and Watts have proposed a
policy for federally managed lands used for grazing livestock.
the exit of unprofitable ranchers from
the industry.
While the public argues about the loss
in revenues supposedly incurred by the
$1.86 per AUM, a comparatively small
number of people in the United States
population would be affected by the
proposed change in the federal grazing
fee, according to LaFrance.
"The average annual cost per permit tee is between $2000 and $2500, and the
total economic consequence is
$52,000,000 per year," LaFrance said.
"Something less than 30,000 individuals
have a very large financial stake in this.
The rest of us aren't affected much at all."
A lot of the controversy in 1994
centered around accusations that the
higher grazing fee would help maintain
the quality of the land.
"The real guts of the conflict is the
idea of stewardship and environmental
regulation," LaFrance said. "We looked
at what range scientists had to say about
the ranches condition now
how good
ranchers are as stewards. And does
increasing grazing fees help ranchers to
be better stewards? We found that the
opposite outcome is likely, because of
the financial squeeze higher grazing fees
puts on some ranchers. Contrary to
popular opinion, raising the grazing
fees may not make much sense environmentally."
Based on their research, LaFrance and
Watts have proposed a policy for

-
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federally managed lands used for
grazing livestock.
"We're trying to create an alternative
policy approach that might make all the
interested private parties better off,"
LaFrance said. "We've proposed that
well- specified grazing permits be
transferred to the private sector, much
as permits for salmon fishing in the
Pacific are private. That private designation would allow environmental
groups to purchase these rights from a
rancher, in order to drop the land out of
grazing activity, and it would be
perfectly legal. People would be free to
graze or not to graze. That's not permissible now. You buy then you must
graze or lose it."

-

-

Susan McGinley

Written
information on
the results of
this research is
available
through
LaFrance,
upon request.

Contact him in the Department of
Agricultural and Resource Economics, Economics Bldg. #23, The
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
85721, (520) 621 -6261,

lafrance@ccit.arizona.edu.
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Insect Hormones and Anti-Hormones
Protecting Plants and Public Health
IN THE WEB OF LIFE, INSECTS HAVE THEIR

place. They pollinate flowers, assist in
breaking down dead plants and animals, and serve as part of the food
chain. Unfortunately, a few also attack
crops and transmit diseases.
"Aside from floods and fires, insect
damage is the principal limitation to
agriculture in the U.S.," said William
Bowers, a professor in the Department
of Entomology at The University of
Arizona. "Worldwide, protection from
vector -borne diseases is also important
since tens of millions of people die
annually from diseases carried by
mosquitoes and other insects."
Bowers has dedicated his professional
life to finding ways to reduce insect
threats to both crop plants and human
beings. His work on juvenile and anti juvenile insect hormones has gained
him numerous awards and international
recognition, because he has focused on
nontoxic, environmentally pacific ways
to handle insect problems efficiently.
"How do you find nontoxic natural
products things existing in nature
that can be applied to protecting plants
and humans ?" Bowers said. That
question has driven his research for the
last thirty years.
In 1964, Bowers synthesized the first
insect juvenile hormone (JH), a substance responsible for keeping insects in
an immature stage of development, and
demonstrated that if the hormone was
applied to insects during metamorphosis, they molted into intermediate forms
incapable of surviving. Later, he and his
colleagues discovered that plants
contain JH analogs that can disrupt the
endocrine systems of insect pests in the
same way. These plant chemicals help
plants defend themselves against insect
attacks by preventing metamorphosis.

-

-

The cotton stainer

(Dysdercus fasciatus) in
the center was treated
with anti juvenile
hormone extracted from
Ageratum plants. It
became a precocious
(sterile) adult.

Cotton stainers (Dysdercus
bimaculatus). The nymph on
the left and the adult on the
right are normal. Treated
with juvenile hormone, the
center insect molted into a
supernumerary, or extra
nymph stage that stops
feeding and dies without
becoming an adult.

"We used simple, direct
synthesis to create some new
compounds that are 100,000

times more active than the
natural insect juvenile
hormone."

"Plants protect themselves using a
variety of physical strategies: bark,
spines, sticky leaves, and so on,"
Bowers said. "But the less obvious
defenses are the phytochemicals that
plants deploy to discourage insect
feeding." These substances include
those that poison insects, and those that
disrupt their growth and development,
and affect their behavior. "Poisons, such
as nicotine or pyrethrum, are easy to
find, but are still a very tiny percentage
of the tactics plants use," he said. The

other group of phytochemicals takes
more work to locate. These include
insect hormones and anti-hormones.
Bowers began by isolating and
identifying a juvenile hormone cornpound from the balsam fir tree. "That
alerted me to the fact that plants may
have developed ways of protecting
themselves by interfering with the
insects' own development," he said. "I
looked at other plants for these substances, and found some in sweet basil
that were already 50,000 times more
active than the insects' own hormones."
Bowers said the compound shared
some similarities with the natural
hormone, but was configured differently enough to suggest ways to
synthesize an insect juvenile hormone
analog in the laboratory. "We used
simple, direct synthesis to create some
new compounds that are 100,000 times
more active than the natural insect
juvenile hormone," Bowers said. "For
an insect to become an adult, the
secretion of juvenile hormones must
stop. If you give them to an insect
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before it changes into the adult, the
insect remains juvenile and soon dies.
And because the compounds deter a
metaprocess exclusive to insects
morphosis they don't harm humans."
This strategy applies well to insects
that do their damage as adults
mosquitoes, for example. "You don't
care how many mosquitoes are in a
pond," Bowers explained. "You care
about how many adults are out there
prepared to bite you."
To control those adults, and to find
out the specific chemistry involved,
Bowers synthesized a juvenile hormone
in the laboratory, and demonstrated that
it could prevent mosquito larvae from
becoming adults. Treated in water, (their
normal breeding habitat) they just
metamorphosed into immature forms
and drowned.
Juvenile hormone products worked
for insects threatening public health
because most, such as mosquitoes, do
their damage as adults. But in agriculture, immature forms cause the most
damage, so Bowers needed to find a
way to interrupt the immature phases of
the pests' life cycles.
Bowers reasoned that if plants deploy
compounds with JH activity, to control
the insects that are damaging as adults,
they might also produce compounds
that would control the immature stages
by shutting off the flow of JH too soon.

-

-

-

Ageratum, a
tropical plant,
contains insect
anti juvenile
hormones.

Juvenile hormones have
become the foundation of an
insect management system
known as the biorational
method.
So he began extracting well- defended

plants, seeking an anti -juvenile hormone. He knew that immature insects
deprived of the juvenile hormone
altogether changed into adults too soon,
skipping the stages of development in
between. They became non -feeding,
"precocious" adults, abnormally small
and incapable of laying eggs. He
wondered whether plants contained
anti -juvenile hormones as well.
By studying the way plant
phytochemicals interfered with insect
development, Bowers and his research
team were able to discover an insect
anti -juvenile hormone. They extracted
this substance from a variety of plants,
and tested it on different insects to find
out if they molted into precocious adults.
"We found a compound in Ageratum,"
Bowers said. "It's a tropical plant, used

as a ground cover in temperate zones. It
seemed to have very few insect problems, so we tried it. Although it worked,
the anti -hormone was not strong
enough against certain pests. It's good
against many insects, but not many of
economic importance.
"Since then, we've found new kinds
of chemistry with anti-JH activity in two
other plants, but some of the corn pounds had toxicity to animals. It
stimulated enormous interest in developing synthetic analogs in this area, and
efforts in this direction continue today.
Hopefully, we'll find plant- derived antijuvenile hormones that attack important
pests."

PROFILE
A Rewarding Career: William A. Bowers
William Bowers has devoted his
career to research in entomology
and chemistry to assist the agricultural and health professions in
handling insect problems. Underlying all of his research is an emphasis on chemical ecology-- figuring

out interactions between plants
and insects. This calls for an interdisciplinary approach combining
biology and chemistry to solve
problems.
Bowers holds a Ph.D. in entomology, biochemistry and physiology
from Purdue University (1962). He
served as an associate insect
physiologist at the USDA Pioneering Research Laboratory from
1962 -1964, and senior insect
physiologist from 1964 to 1972.
Between 1972 and 1984, he was a
professor of entomology at Cornell
University. Bowers moved to The
University of Arizona Department
of Entomology in 1984, where he is

currently professor of entomology
and chemical ecology, working in
the Laboratory of Chemical Ecology.
He teaches insect chemical ecology
and bioanalytical techniques.
On April 26, 1994, Bowers was
elected to the National Academy of
Sciences. Election to membership
in the Academy is considered one
of the highest honors a U.S. scientist or engineer can achieve. The
National Academy of Sciences is a
private organization of scientists
and engineers dedicated to the
furtherance of science and its use
for the general welfare.
He also received the 1994 Kenneth A. Spencer Award for Outstanding Achievement in Agricultural Chemistry, administered by
the American Chemical Society,
Kansas City Section. This award
recognizes meritorious contributions to the field of agricultural and
food chemistry.
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Juvenile hormones have become the
foundation of an insect management
system known as the biorational
method.
"The term biorational indicates an
approach that is biological and rational,
meaning that the specific compound
does not have general toxicity, but a
pest- specific effect," Bowers explained.
"Many compounds have been found
in plants that have defensive strategies
based on chemistry selective to different
insects. They are not general toxicants.
We have attempted to use these botanical defensive strategies to develop
useful repellants and attractants for
public health protection."
Specificity increases the safety of the
products formulated from the corn pounds, because they are targeted to kill
only certain insect species, without
harming humans, domestic animals or
wildlife. Products called insect growth
regulators, now used commercially to
control insect pests, contain these
substances.
This work has stimulated worldwide
interest and research in anti -juvenile
hormones, and has led Bowers and his
team to make related discoveries
including new JH compounds in
Sonoran desert plants and new plant
phytochemicals that repel mosquitoes.
"We're continuing to look at botanical
resources to see what we can find,"
Bowers said. "We'd like to find a plant
that grows well in tropical environments, that would make a crude extract
people could spray on their homes and
crops to reduce insect problems. People
would still have to be taught how to
grow these plants, extract the proper
compounds and spray them, but it
would solve insect problems in many
foreign countries and reduce their
outlay of hard currencies. It could be
handled as a self -reliant, cottage
industry, minimizing the need for
conventional pesticides while protecting
the environment."

-

Susan McGinley

Contact William
Bowers in the
Department of
Entomology, The
University of
Arizona, Marley
Bldg., Tucson, AZ
85721, (520) 6217166, wbowers@ag.arizona.edu.
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Keeping Dairy Cows Cool

-

STAYING COOL IN ARIZONA'S DESERT HEAT

is tough enough for people
for dairy
cows, it's even harder. As milk producers, their-discomfort translates into
production losses. Most Arizona dairies
are located in Maricopa County near
Phoenix, where summer temperatures
often reach 115 degrees during the day
and 88 degrees or more at night.
As temperatures rise, dairy cows
respond to the heat by reducing feed
intake, increasing their respiration rate
and by increasing their body temperature. These measures assist the cow in
cooling herself, but this is usually not
sufficient. The demands of reproduction
and lactation make higher yielding
cows especially susceptible to heat
stress. The hotter they are, the more
they begin to shut down body processes
not vital to their survival. Because milk
production falls into this category, dairy
producers cannot afford to ignore the
effects of high temperatures on their
herds.
"There is a statewide reduction in
milk production in Arizona during July,
August, and into September," said UA
dairy specialist Dennis Armstrong.
"Sometimes in the past we could not
meet fresh milk requirements, so milk
was imported into Arizona to meet
those needs, which increased the price
of milk to the consumer. In the past 10
years Arizona dairy farm owners have
adapted methods which reduce heat
stress."
Milk production is only part of the
formula as far as return on investment
in cooling equipment, according to
Armstrong. Dairy farmers also need to
consider breeding and conception rates.
"It is fairly important that a cow calve
about every 12 to 13 months,"
Armstrong said. "If you don't cool
cows in the summertime, you will get
very little conception from July to

September."
Armstrong has spent the last 15 years
researching heat stress in cows and
testing relief measures. As part of his
continuing research, Armstrong is
looking for cost-effective methods to
keep Arizona cows cool in the summer.
He has studied several different approaches: the evaporative cooler,
sprinklers, air -conditioning, and spray and -fan systems.
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The demands of reproduction and lactation make higher
yielding cows especially susceptible to heat stress. The hotter
they are, the more they begin to shut down body processes
not vital to their survival.
"In the late 60s and early 70s, other
UA scientists researched ways to
modify the environment for the cow,"
he said. "They were able to do it
successfully but the problem was in
finding a system that had a low maintenance cost."
With 108 dairies in Arizona, averaging about 900 cows per herd, cooling
costs can run quite high.
The first system studied was a modified
form of the evaporative cooler designed
to use a horizontal pad rather than the
vertical type featured in homeowner
units. For both coolers, water wets the

pads while air blows across them,
picking up moisture and carrying it to
the outside to cool the surrounding
atmosphere.
Although the horizontal pad developed fewer dry spots and thus provided
more uniform cooling, this method had
a fairly high maintenance cost. In 1982,
a Mesa company developed the Korral
Kooler, a much larger, commercial
version of the evaporative cooler. Costs
stayed high however: the cost of
establishing a Korral Kooler is approximately $365 per cow.
Still searching for a less expensive but
effective system, Armstrong and other
researchers studied other ways to keep
cows cool. They wanted to extend the
cow's cooling period in holding pens
and elsewhere in the dairy. One example is exit sprinklers, where the cow
is given a little shower as she leaves the
milking parlor.

Armstrong determined this method's
effectiveness by measuring the cow's
body temperature through a thermometer placed in the inner ear. By using the
radio signals emitted from the thermometer and recording them every 10
to 15 seconds, they were able to determine whether the cooling methods were
effective.
Armstrong has conducted research in
Arizona, Saudi Arabia and Mexico,
where dairy cattle suffer the same heat related conditions as those in the
American Southwest. One method he
tried was air conditioning, but a major
U.S. project, sponsored by a Saudi
Arabian company, showed it was not as
beneficial in keeping cows cool as other
lower cost methods such as evaporative
cooling.
"Air conditioning only changed the
air temperature around the cow,"
Armstrong said. "If cows were like
humans and did not produce a great
amount of heat, then air conditioning
would probably be as effective as
evaporative cooling. It did not directly
affect the cow's body temperature. But
it did help in neutralizing the effect of
hot weather on her."
Armstrong conducted the trial to find
out not only what air conditioning
would do for cows in Arizona, but also
in other parts of the world where milk
production costs are higher. "We had
hoped air conditioning would work," he
said. "We continued to look at ways to
apply air conditioning at cost-saving
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"There is a statewide
reduction in milk production
in Arizona during July,
August, and into September."
methods, but we saw that it was not
effective. " They abandoned air conditioning and concentrated more on
evaporative cooling and spray- and -fan
systems.
The spray- and -fan technique uses
misting tubes backed by fans tilted to
blow the fine spray directly on the cows.
The air around the cow stays cool, and
the water hitting her body helps pull the
heat off as she produces it. Establishment costs run about $140 per cow.
About 20 of Arizona's larger dairies
use Korral Koolers, accounting for 30
percent of dairy cows cooled using this
system; another 25 percent of the cows
are cooled using spray-and -fan systems.
Ninety -five percent of all cows are
cooled in the holding pens where they
are confined two or three times daily
after milking. Other dairies use cooling
methods at the feed manger. Despite
these figures cows are still experiencing
some heat stress, according to
Armstrong.
"In the last seven to eight years, the
use of cooling methods has increased
dramatically, this in spite of a milk price
that has not increased," Armstrong said.
"If it had, the number of dairies using
extensive cooling systems would have

increased."
Cost factors prevent dairy owners
from cooling the entire facility with one
extensive system. And because certain
areas of a dairy, such as the feed
manger, are completely outdoors, they
are difficult to cool.
A previous research project showed
the need to cool cows at the feed
manger. Armstrong said a 1993 research
project revealed that cows cooled at the
feed line produced more milk than
when no feed line cooling was provided. "The cows were already cooled
under the rest area," he said. "When
they walked out into the sun, their body
temperatures went back up, which led
them to get hot again and not stay at the
feed manger long enough. If cows don't
eat, they won't produce milk."
Armstrong recently completed a
study in Saudi Arabia to determine the
best form of cooling at the feed manger.
He used four different systems,two with
fans and two with evaporative coolers.

Hot summer climates depress
both the milk production and
reproductive performance of
dairy cows in many areas of
the United States and other
parts of the world. High air
temperatures, coupled with
increased humidity and radiation from the sun create a
stressful environment for these
animals.
"With the fans, we were looking at
the addition of a fence-line system,"
Armstrong said. "When a cow comes
away from the resting area to the feed
manger to eat, both of which are shaded
areas, her body temperature rises
because she had to walk out into the
sun. We thought we would try the
cooling methods there to see what a
spray-and -fan system versus a spray only system would do in terms of
effectiveness."
Armstrong and his team also looked
at the cost of the two different systems
to find out which had the most significance in increasing milk production.

"Air movement is beneficial in
semi-arid climate to
improve milk production.
Cows with a smaller amount
of air blowing from the cooler
averaged 68 pounds of milk
each day. But the other cows
with the much larger air
a hot,

movement averaged 72
pounds of milk."
"We found there is really no difference
in terms of cost. One of them was just
simpler," he said. The spray mist
system, Armstrong said, was cheaper to
install and maintain.
As for the evaporative coolers, the
scientists compared two units with
different rates of air flow and found
there was a significant difference in
milk production. The one expelling
more air apparently relieved more stress
in the cows. By increasing the velocity
of the air movement and the horsepower on the fan, Armstrong found that
the cows stayed cooler and produced
more milk.
"Air movement is beneficial in a hot,
semi -arid climate to improve milk
Agricultural Experiment Station Report

production," he said. "Cows with a
smaller amount of air blowing from the
cooler averaged 68 pounds of milk each
day. But the other cows with the much
larger air movement averaged 72
pounds of milk."
Although not a common practice yet,
a few dairy owners in Arizona and
Saudi Arabia plan to shelter the alleys
the cows walk through from the resting
area to the feed manger. "Where there
used to be no shade over the manger,
we would now extend shade up to it so
the cows are kept cool at all times,"
Armstrong said. "We would be able to
maximize the cooling so the cow does not
have to walk back and forth in the sun."
According to Armstrong, this method
has proven to be superior in Saudi
Arabia. There is now one dairy in
Arizona extending the shade area and
two more on the drawing board,
Armstrong said. In Saudi Arabia, this
system provided a temperature below
85 degrees under the shade even when
the temperature outside was 115 -120
degrees.
Additional research will be conducted
on other cooling methods. Basic research is also needed to determine why
there is a difference between cows when
are subjected to the same level of stress.

-

Crystal Renfrozv

Contact Dennis
Armstrong in the
Department of
Animal Sciences,
212 Shantz Bldg,
University of
Arizona, Tucson,
AZ 85721, call
(520) 621 -1923,
or FAX (520) 621 -9435.
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Phytophthora in Arizona Citrus
FINDING WAYS TO STOP A KILLER ISN'T EASY.

Ask UA plant pathologist Mike
Matheron. Every month for the last
three years he has studied infested soil
and taken soil temperatures to determine what attracts a deadly fungal
disease to Arizona's citrus groves.
Nearly 90 percent of the 37,700 acres
of lemons, grapefruits, and varieties of
oranges grown in Yuma and Maricopa
counties are infected with

Phytophthora. Arizona's citrus growers
fight to keep fungus levels low by
applying fungicides. Yet, reductions in
yields continue to occur in the state.
Citrus trees grow in different areas of
Arizona, but are cultivated for commercial shipping in Yuma and Phoenix.
"Phytophthora is a killer," Matheron
said. "It will kill a citrus tree if it is not
stopped in time. " Phytophthora affects
a variety of plants worldwide from
vegetable and ornamental plants to
mature citrus and forest trees. It is a
serious and severe fungal disease
infecting citrus orchards today. "There
are few so- called healthy orchards,"
Matheron said. "Phytophthora is an
important factor limiting tree health,"
he continued. "If you have a fungus
destroying the roots of a citrus tree, it's
reflected in less vigorous growth of the
tree and a reduction in yield. That
means not only the quality but the
quantity and the size of the fruit is
affected."
Recently, Matheron completed a
three-year study, sponsored by the
Arizona Citrus Research Council, on
how soil temperature affects the activity
and the amount of Phytophthora in the
soil. In Arizona there are two known
pathogens infecting citrus orchards, P.
citrophthora and P. parasitica. They work
in the same manner by causing a root
rot in a tree's small feeder roots and
then move onto the larger secondary
roots.
Irrigation, which is essential in
Arizona citrus groves, activates the
fungus. "When a grower irrigates an
orchard it stimulates the release of
zoospores or the part of the fungus that
will attack the root," Matheron said.
"The zoospores actually move through
the water and can swim, which causes a
more rapid spread of the disease from
tree to tree. " Matheron believes the
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Gummosis. a r'nytopntnora- inaucea conaition, on a lemon trunic

Nearly 90 percent of the
37, 700 acres of lemons,
grapefruits, and varieties of
oranges grown in Yuma and
Maricopa counties are
infected with Phytophthora.
fungus can attack the trunk of the tree at
or below the soil surface, especially if a
grower uses flood irrigation.
Because the fungus resides in the soil,
it is difficult for most growers to know
when Phytophthora has infected a tree.
"You need a microscope to see the
zoospores," Matheron said. "If you
grow Phytophthora in the laboratory it
looks like white cotton, but in the field
the fungus is not visible. "
"Trees don't look as vigorous when
there is Phytophthora," Matheron
added. "They will grow well for the first
5 to 10 years, but if the pathogen is there
it can cause a condition called gummosis on the trunk. By the time you see the
decline on the top of the tree, the root
system is usually severely damaged."
Early findings in his study suggested
that there is no particular time of year
when the fungus is less present in the
soil. But Matheron did find that both
pathogens are inhibited when soil
temperatures are high.

Matheron used orange trees in
commercial orchards in Phoenix and
Yuma for the study. Cooperating
growers allowed him to check the roots
and surrounding soil for samples of 15
trees in each location.
"At each test site, we divided the
samples into five groups of three trees,"
Matheron said. "We took a core sample
of the soil at depths of 10, 30, and 60 cm
(4, 12, and 24 inches) within the drip
line for each tree. "The drip line is the
outer boundary of the leaf canopy that
forms the shade area under the tree. In
other words, it is the area of ground that
does not get wet when it rains. According to Matheron, most feeder roots lie
within the drip line and grow from 0 -12
inches beneath the soil. This is also the
area where Phytophthora is concentrated.
"Zoospores are very sensitive to the
amount of oxygen in the soil,"
Matheron said. "The deeper you go, less
oxygen is available in the soil water. We
wanted to learn where the population of
the fungus was highest in the soil
profile. "
For the study, soil temperatures were
recorded inside the drip line area to
determine the values under the larger
tree canopy of a mature orchard.
Measurements also were taken outside
the drip line to record soil temperatures
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"It turns out there are certain
times of the year when the
soil temperature is so high
that it actually stops the
fungus from infecting tree
feeder roots."
that could occur around small trees of a
newly planted orchard without a
shading leaf canopy. The temperature
was recorded hourly and soil samples
were taken each month, five to six days
after the groves were irrigated.
"With P. parasitica we found no
seasonal differences in amounts in the
soil," Matheron said. For two of the
three years with P. citrophthora, there
was a higher population of the pathogen from January to June than in the last
six months of the year. "However,
during the last year of our study this
did not seem to hold true," he said.
Despite previous research findings
outside Arizona that P. parasitica went
dormant in the winter, Matheron found
that not to be the case in Arizona. "Each
and every month we could find both
pathogens," Matheron said. "This will
be helpful in the future for diagnosis
purposes when growers want to know if
either of these pathogens are in their
groves. Now we can determine the best
control procedures to follow without
waiting until certain times of the year to
analyze the soil. "
Earlier, growers were limited to
sampling the soil in the summer when
other researchers found the fungus was
most active, according to Matheron.
"But now we can sample in January as
well as July and get the same results,"
he said.
After determining temperature levels
in the orchard, the researchers tested the
amount of Phytophthora activity at
these temperatures. "We took soil
infested with each pathogen and
planted small trees into it at specific
temperatures to learn when the fungus
was most active and when it is not,"
Matheron said. "It turns out there are
certain times of the year when the soil
temperature is so high that it actually
stops the fungus from infecting tree
feeder roots."
"In a new orchard where the tree is
very small and has a very small leaf
canopy, high soil temperatures could
inhibit infection of roots by P. parasitica
between July and September,"

Growing in an agar
culture (above),
Phytophthora doesn't
look very destructive,
but it can efficiently
destroy root and bark
tissue when it colonizes
citrus trees (at right).

Matheron explained. "Under the same
conditions, from late April to early
October, root infection by P. citrophthora
could be inhibited as well."
Soil temperatures at 80°F and above
for P. citrophthora and above 92 °F for P.
parasitica sent both pathogens into a
dormant state, according to Matheron.
Feeder root infecting is inhibited at
these temperature levels. Thus, higher
soil temperatures help protect the tree
for a time. For growers this means they
would not have to apply fungicide
treatments during the summer months,
Matheron said.
Learning how to control
Phytophthora is an ongoing process.
Matheron and Glenn Wright, extension
citrus specialist, hope to find rootstocks
that are more tolerant of the disease.
Wright has collected several rootstocks
which may have promise here in
Arizona. Some of these are now being
tested. But when evaluating
Phytophthora tolerant rootstock, the
overall benefits to the grower must be
considered.
"The average life of an orchard is a
minimum of 30 years," Matheron said.

Contact Mike
Matheron at
Yuma Mesa
Agricultural
Center, Route 1,
Box 40M,
Somerton, AZ
85350, (520)
726 -0458,
matheron @ag.
arizona.edu.
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"Growing citrus is a long -term investment. Realistically if we could identify
new tolerant rootstocks, growers could
use them as new orchards are being
planted. "
Developing rootstocks also means
ensuring that they are commercially
viable for Arizona growers. "Our
research on these rootstocks should tell
us if a grower can expect high yields
and large fruit," Wright said. "And it
should answer questions like whether
the tree yields at a young age (precocity), if the sugar level and the acid level
of the fruit are well balanced and if the
rootstock is susceptible to other diseases.
"Evaluating a rootstock is a long
process from the greenhouse to the
field," Wright admitted. "It could be
five to ten years before we would be
able to see if the fruit quality is good
and yields are acceptable."
Matheron and Wright believe growers
are willing to endure the wait to end
Phytophthora's destructive path.

-

Crystal Renfrow

Contact Glenn
Wright at Yuma
Mesa Agricultural
Center, Route 1,
Box 40M,
Somerton, AZ
85350, (520) 7260458, gwright@
ag. arizona. edu.
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Whiteflies in Winter Vegetables
WINTER VEGETABLES HAVE FOUND A HOME

in southwestern Arizona, along with the
insect pests that go with them. In recent
years, the mild winter climate has
attracted many growers to Yuma
County. Lettuce in particular has
proved successful: in the 1992 -93
growing season, nearly 47,500 acres
were planted to head lettuce.
But to the sweetpotato whitefly, that
equals 47,500 acres of potential feeding
and nesting areas. Not only does this
pest feed on vegetable and field crops,
directly damaging the leaves, it also
transmits viruses in the process.
The sweetpotato whitefly (Bemisia
tabaci) has bugged growers in the
Southwest since 1989. This pesky fly,
measuring 1/16 inch, is a tiny sap sucking insect capable of causing severe
economic damage to vegetable and field
crops.
In 1992, the whitefly caused widespread damage in Arizona vegetable
crops, totalling $55 million in yield
losses. Between 1991 and 1993, UA
research scientist John Palumbo and
other researchers counted as many as
3000 whitefly eggs per square inch on
broccoli and cauliflower leaves in Yuma
County.
"We have seen total destruction of
early fall plantings because whiteflies
have extracted a large amount of the
phloem sap," Palumbo said. Phloem is
the plant's food -conducting tissue.
Palumbo is studying the insecticides
and application methods that work best
in bringing this tiny bug under control
in research plots and commercial fields
in Yuma. For the last few years, he has
developed whitefly sampling and
monitoring plans, evaluated application
technology, and studied the effects of
newly developed insecticides on the
whitefly and its natural enemies. The
Western Region Pesticide Impact
Assessment, USDA, and the Arizona
Iceberg Lettuce Research Council have
sponsored the research, along with
portions of the agrichemical industry.
By studying the ecology and management of key pests in lettuce and cole
crops (broccoli, cauliflower), Palumbo
hopes to determine how whiteflies
injure crops and what works to keep the
whitefly from destroying these vegetables. Within the last year, Palumbo
has found that conventional insecticide
20

"We have seen total

destruction of early fall
plantings because whiteflies
have extracted a large
amount of the phloem sap
(the plant's food conducting
tissue)."
programs are marginally effective and
are often very expensive.
He recently began exploring the use
of charged spraying on vegetable crops.
Commonly known as electrostatic
spraying, this method uses static
electricity to increase the attraction
between insecticide spray droplets and
the plant surface. According to
Palumbo, this method enables a larger
amount of the spray to reach the plant's
surface and adhere to it. This allows a
greater amount of the chemical to reach
the underside of the leaves, where the
whiteflies live and feed.
"It's a primary method of reducing
the amount of insecticide applied,"
Palumbo explained. The better the
substance sticks to the leaves, the less it
is needed in large doses.
Cotton has been the whitefly's major
target in Arizona; the insect overwinters
in Yuma after the cotton has been
harvested, ready to infect new cotton
plantings. Until recently, scientists did

not understand how the whitefly
survived in Arizona beyond the cotton
season. Then they realized the whiteflies
were migrating from cotton fields to
vegetable crops very rapidly. Researchers found that whiteflies can survive in
vegetable plantings 365 days a year,
making these crops good hosts for the
insect. During the last three years, the
whitefly has adapted to lettuce, broccoli
and cauliflower, in particular.
Palumbo believes there may be an
intermediate crop contributing to the
migration: he is currently looking into
the possibility of alfalfa serving as a
significant source for whiteflies migrating into vegetable fields in the desert
Southwest.
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Crystal Renfrow

Contact
John
Palumbo at
Yuma Valley
Station,
6425 W. 8th
Street,
Yuma, AZ
85364, (520)
782-3836,

jpalumbo@ag.arizona.edu.

THE SWEETPOTATO WHITEFLY

(SPWF)

Whiteflies in Cotton
A Community -Wide Action Plan
AFTER SWEETPOTATO WHITEFLIES (SPWF)

A new strain of the sweetpotato

whitefly (Bemisia tabaci, strain B,
also known as the silverleaf white fly) has spent the last three years
ravaging crops in the Southwest
nearly at will; it left all its natural
enemies at home. Moving from crop
to crop, often in waves, the tiny
insect damages plants by piercing
leaf surfaces and sucking vital fluids.
It also transmits viruses from one
plant to the next as it feeds, and
exudes a sticky substance called
honeydew that turns leaf surfaces
black, cutting off the light the plant
needs for photosynthesis.
First appearing in Arizona in 1991,
this whitefly has chosen cotton as its
dominant summer host. All -out
pesticide spraying does not work
against this insect: it builds up
resistance very quickly. Often the
chemicals kill beneficial insects
along with the whitefly. As with
many crop pests, a more sophisticated
and difficult
approach is
needed to monitor and control the
whitefly.

-

-

reduced cotton yields in some fields by
nearly two bales below normal averages
in 1992, growers in two Central Arizona
communities were ready to try a
different approach to pest management.
They needed a more comprehensive
strategy to handle whitefly infestations.
At the same time, University of Arizona
Cooperative Extension specialists had
developed a method for monitoring
whitefly populations and were looking
for an opportunity to field test it outside
laboratory conditions.
The result: a community-wide action
plan in 1993 and 1994 that yielded
detailed information on whitefly
behavior and crop ecology, and enabled
growers to target pest control measures
more precisely. The program used
integrated pest management (IPM)
strategies to control cotton pests in
general, with a particular focus on the
whitefly.
Bordered on the north and east by the
Phoenix suburbs, the agricultural
communities of Tolleson and Laveen
encompass 128 square miles. The Gila
and Agua Fria rivers form the western
boundary, with the South Mountains
and the Gila River to the south. Cropland ranges across 50,000 to 60,000
acres.
These communities face a dilemma
typical of many farming areas throughout the country: they need to reduce
pesticide use while maintaining enough
control over insect pests to save the
crops. The two towns base their economies primarily on cotton, with smaller
acreages of alfalfa, green vegetables,
potatoes, small grains, melons, silage
corn, sorghum and citrus.
With the help of Cooperative Extension, Laveen had already collaborated
successfully in a community -wide effort
to manage boll weevil populations from
1986 to 1989. By 1991 the new whitefly
had migrated to the area and attacked
not only cotton, but a wide range of
vegetables and ornamental plants as
well. The crop diversity enabled the
whitefly to survive on other plants once
the cotton was harvested.
To handle the problem, the UA
Cooperative Extension devised a
Agricultural Experiment Station Report
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program with four components: 1)
education, 2) awareness and information exchange, 3) coordinated implementation of sweetpotato whitefly
sampling and action plans, and 4)
regular feedback and discussion of pest
management options. The goal was to
help growers, advisors and community
members to become accustomed to
cooperating in their management
decisions. They would then be able to
respond to pest management challenges
as they arose.
"The community action began with
an initial meeting with the growers in
December 1992," said Peter Ellsworth,
an extension IPM specialist in the
Department of Entomology, who is
based at the Maricopa Agricultural
Center near Casa Grande, Arizona. "We
needed solutions and answers that
weren't, at the outset, readily available."
Together, the growers, extension
faculty, PCAs (pest control advisors)
and community volunteers organized a
comprehensive program combining pest
monitoring in the field with thresholds
for timing pest management action.
At the beginning, the participants had
a lot of questions.
"We didn't know, for example, where
these things overwinter," Ellsworth
said. People were afraid to grow certain
crops, melons in particular, because
they thought the whitefly would
survive in them as alternate hosts
during the cotton's offseason. Certain
crops seemed to suffer higher concen21

Out of 12,000 acres of cotton
in the two communities, the
monitoring effort ranged
across 8,000 acres.

trations of whitefly than others.
The task force surveyed overwintering sites by collecting vegetation
samples from fields, front yards,
ditchbanks and other places, and
examining them for whitefly eggs and
nymphs (immature forms). They found
whiteflies most abundant on lantana,
lambsquarters,
and roses.
Between March 23 and June 21, 1993, a
sticky trap network was in place to
determine the number and distribution
of whiteflies in different areas.
"We counted the number of adult
whiteflies (for two species, SPWF and
bandedwing) on each trap and distributed 13 weekly maps summarizing
whitefly abundance to growers and
PCAs in the community," Ellsworth
said.
The project emphasized careful insect
monitoring techniques to gather
information (see Sidebar). Ellsworth,
along with UA entomologists Jon Diehl
and Tim Dennehy, Maricopa county
agent Steve Husman, and USDA/
Agricultural Research Service research
entomologists, had developed a way to
sample the whitefly and to measure
when to take action against it, but they
needed to know how their methods
would fare in a commercial field
situation.
"In the scientific community, we have
a lot of modelers who do great work
under controlled conditions," Ellsworth
said. "You can test parameters internally and say 'this model describes my
plan best,' but few people recognize the
final step: you need to move that
22

research into a commercial setting. You
need to validate the research under
conditions that are entirely foreign to
the conditions that are generating the
model in the lab or small field plot
setting."
The sampling plan entails observing
whiteflies on the underside of a cotton
leaf from each of 15 plants in two
locations in a field. The percentage of
leaves having three or more whiteflies is
then calculated.
Out of 12,000 acres of cotton in the
two communities, the monitoring effort
ranged across 8,000 acres. Within that
area, 190 individual, representative
fields, ranging from as small as six acres
to as large as 150 acres, were monitored
weekly.
Monitoring teams included a combination of UA faculty; students from the
UA and Arizona State University;
growers; and students from Carl
Hayden High School's Center for
Agribusiness and Equine Science, and
Tolleson High School. Between May 23
and August 11, three teams of two
people each scouted the fields. They
worked five days a week sometimes
six
with no holidays.
Diehl, an assistant in extension IPM in
the Department of Entomology, helped
coordinate the growers group. He put
out newsletters and interacted informally with the growers and PCAs in the
community. Diehl also supervised the
workers hired to check the fields.
"Jon had to manage the logistics, a
huge job, making sure the samplers did
not enter recently sprayed fields ,"
Ellsworth said. "He had to develop the
monitoring route, and maintain quality
assurance. He also prepared daily
reports to send to the PCAs, even
though they were monitoring too. He
would flag the fields they determined to
be 'hot,' or approaching threshold
levels."
Growers selected the threshold levels
for their own fields based on the
number of whiteflies (and the amount of
whitefly damage) they thought they
could tolerate economically without
spraying. The university recommended
a threshold of 5 to 10 whiteflies per leaf.
Only when the number of whiteflies per

-

-
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MONITORING TOOLS
This project included a combination of sticky traps, leaf -turns and
sweep samples:

Sticky Traps: These traps consist
of yellow cardboard covered with
a sticky substance to catch
whiteflies. Local PCAs placed
these in scattered locations
throughout the Laveen /Tolleson
area. Each week during the spring
the monitoring teams collected
the traps and UA personnel
counted the number of adult
whiteflies they contained. In
addition, two transects (straight line networks of traps) were set
up in the area to run all year long.
node
(1st unfolded leaf,
1

5th main stem

node leaf

Leaf Turns: As the name implies,
this method involves turning over
selected leaves to count the
whiteflies feeding underneath.
Zigzagging through the field, the
monitoring teams sampled 30
different plants at random on
each trip. For each plant checked,
the sampler chose a leaf from the
main stem, near the fifth node
down from the top of the plant.
Leaves containing three or more
adult whiteflies were tallied as
infested. (This sampling method
is described in Sampling
Sweetpotato Whiteflies in Cotton,

Cooperative Extension publication 194023, IPM series no. 2.)
Sweep Samples: This is a method
commonly used by PCAs. Nets
are swept across cotton plants to
collect whiteflies and other
insects. The contents of the bag
can be placed in a plastic bag
which is held against a dark
background to aid in counting
and identifying the whiteflies.

leaf bxceeded the threshold level would
the grower spray that field. Both
growers and consultants agreed to
withhold sprayings until the recommended time indicated through sampling. According to Ellsworth, growers
and consultants were able to learn about
the methods of whitefly sampling right
in their own commercial setting.
Throughout the program, team
members followed and attempted to
validate a model developed by Steve
Naranjo, Hollis Flint and Tom
Henneberry, research entomologists at
the Western Cotton Research Laboratory in Phoenix.
This model describes the distribution
of whiteflies within a cotton field. The
percentage of leaves infested with three
or more whiteflies is translated into the
average number of whiteflies per leaf.
Using this information, samplers can
save much time because they need
count no higher than three.
In general, the program provided a
validation of current sampling models
and a database for future models,
Ellsworth said.
The project also included other
components: a booklet containing
section maps of fields, lists of crops
grown in each, and aerial photos of the
crop placements; an AZMET (Arizona
Meteorological Network) station

purchased with grant funds and
installed at a local high school, with
funding for installation and maintenance provided by the Laveen /Tolleson
Pest Control District; and newsletters
and fact sheets reporting on community
IPM activities, meetings, planting dates,
pest biology, pest monitoring, action
thresholds and resistance management.
In spite of its scope, not everyone was
thrilled with the program initially.
Ellsworth said PCAs in the area originally greeted the plan "with a healthy
degree of skepticism." And agricultural
industries already had their own experts
in place who advised growers regarding
their insect problems.
"We soft -pedaled our efforts at the
beginning," Ellsworth said. "We wanted
to test the research to see how well it
adapted to the growers' needs. We
weren't so much competitive as parallel
in our efforts with other practitioners.
The growers, however, were extremely
happy to have us out there. They
viewed it as insurance in the present
tense, another pair of eyes out there
watching. We charged 35 cents an acre

FUTURE RESEARCH

According to Ellsworth, the project generated so much data that a
number of correlative issues are being addressed during the 1995
growing season:
1.

Varietal differences: Do they make a difference to the whitefly?
Roughly three to five major cotton varieties are grown in the area
is the whitefly more strongly attracted to some than others?

2.

Application Method: How does the method of insecticide application (ground vs. air) affect the control achieved?

3.

Stickiness: How does the threshold at which whiteflies are treated
affect the stickiness levels of the cotton lint?

4.

Winter Survival: How do whiteflies respond to cold temperatures
during the winter, and how does temperature affect their development on different plants?

"Our approach to community
pest management is a flexible
one which is dependent on
education and grower
cooperation."
for the project, and generated $2800 to
use for further research."
In addition, direct results of the

program included detection and control
of SPWF in melons, timely plowdown of
harvested melons, elimination of weed
hosts, and more effective insect control,
according to Ellsworth. Participating
growers believe the program will
change industry perceptions of cotton
quality in the area and will help raise
cotton prices that had dropped for three
years, because cotton infested with
whitefly is sticky and of lower quality.
The program has given both researchers and growers a picture of crop /insect
dynamics in the valley. While research

Contact Peter
Ellsworth at The
University of
Arizona
Maricopa
Agricultural
Center, 37860
W. Smith -Enke
Road, Maricopa,
Arizona 85239, (520) 568 -2273,
peterell@ag.arizona.edu.
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needs and the community's pest control
needs appear to have converged at the
right time to benefit everyone,
Ellsworth stresses that the university
merely offered the program, and it was
up to the grower to choose to participate.
"The program was voluntary and
individual driven, with pest management decisions residing in the hands of
the grower," Ellsworth said. The
university's role is to foster self- reliant
decisions on the part of the grower.
"Our approach to community pest
management is a flexible one which is
dependent on education and grower
cooperation," Diehl said. "Because they
have experience cooperating with each
other, growers will be better prepared
to address their pest management needs
in the future."

-
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Contact Jon Diehl
at The University
of Arizona
Maricopa Agricultural Center,
37860 W. Smith Enke Road,
Maricopa, Arizona
85239, (520) 568 -2273,
jdiehl@ag.arizona.edu.
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Gene Transfers for Salt Tolerance
NATIVE TO DESERTS, THE ICE PLANT THRIVES

where other plants wither. Its secret is
the ability to withstand low humidity
and high salt concentrations in soil. By
inserting selected genes from the ice
plant into crop plants, two University of
Arizona biochemists are enabling these
crops to cope with salt and drought in
their own environments as well.
During the seven years they have
been studying this problem, Hans
Bohnert and Richard Jensen, both from
the Department of Biochemistry, have
identified genes that protect crop plants
under short-term drought and saline
conditions. The USDA, the Department
of Energy and the National Science
Foundation have provided funding at
different times during the project.
Unlike humans, most plants can't
voluntarily decide to reduce the amount
of sodium they take in. If high salt is
part of their environment, such as under
drought conditions and in irrigated
agriculture, plants have next to no
choice but to imbibe salt through their
roots. But high amounts of external salt
reduce water intake and dry out the
plant tissues. This weakens the metabolism, leaving the plant susceptible to
disease, insect attack and reduced water
intake, which in turn reduces productivity.

Hans Bohnert and Richard Jensen,
biochemists at The Univesity of Arizona, are looking at the biochemical
and molecular changes ice plants
undergo when salt- stressed.
"We are interested in how these
remarkably stress-resistant plants
survive with high salt levels in soil,"
Bohnert said. Three types of stress
affect the amount of water that is
available to a plant. The first is drought,
where the lack of water leaves soil salts
concentrated. Roots will pick up more
salt when water is scarce. The second is
salinity as such: high salt in soils makes
it difficult for roots to get the water out.
And a third prevailing stress is low
temperature that.prevents the transport
of water. through the plant to where it is
needed.
"We chose ice plant for our research
because it tolerates all three stresses,"
Bohnert said. A desert native ice plant
botanical name Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum
is a halophyte, a plant
that flourishes in saline soil. The ice
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The ice plant actually controls
salt uptake as it absorbs
water, and can store the

excess salt where it won't
cause harm. Most important,
however, is the ice plant's
ability to accumulate very
special sugar alcohols, called
polyols.
plant actually controls salt uptake as it
absorbs water, and can store the excess
salt where it won't cause harm. Most
important, however, is the ice plant's
ability to accumulate very special sugar
alcohols, called polyols.
In high concentrations, as in the ice
plant, polyols act as osmotic protectants.
They help the plant to take in water
even with high salt outside the root,
while preventing salt to enter in high
amounts. Whatever salt enters is
excluded from sensitive regions of cells
and put into less salt -sensitive parts.
Bohnert and Jensen and their coworkers have designed experiments to find
genes that code for the enzymes involved in synthesizing polyols. As they
find each gene, they transfer it into saltsensitive model plants which then also
make polyols not found in these plants
otherwise. They can then test how the
modified plants work when stressed by
high salt content in the soil. The University of Arizona has patented the genes
and the processes that are used.
"The trick seems to involve three
components: which polyol is made, how
much is made and when it is made,"
Bohnert said. "It may be present all the
time, for example, or only when the
plants experience stress.
"We isolate the genes responsible for
certain reactions," Bohnert said. "Each
plant may have some 35,000 genes, and
we think that fewer than 100 are
different in salt -tolerant plants cornpared with sensitive plants, but we also
think the some 20 genes make the
biggest difference. One by one we will
put these important genes into crop
plants."
Most crop plants either do not contain
the genes that create tolerance, or they
have never needed these genes to
combat water and salt stress, the two
scientists believe.

Native to deserts, the ice plant
thrives where other plants wither.
Its secret is the ability to withstand low humidity and high salt
concentrations in soil. By inserting selected genes from the ice
plant into crop plants, two
University of Arizona biochemists
are enabling these crops to cope
with salt and drought in their
own environments as well.
During the seven years they
have been studying this problem,
Hans Bohnert and Richard
Jensen, both from the Department of Biochemistry, have
identified genes that protect crop
plants under short -term drought
and saline conditions. The
USDA, the Department of Energy
and the National Science Foundation have provided funding at
different times during the project.

_

"Practically all cultivated crops
originated in locations where those
genes historically were not needed,"
Bohnert said. If a plant evolved in an
area where high salt levels were not a
factor, then it would not have any
genetically engrained defenses for
tolerating salt once the environment
changes. Over the last 7000 years
humans have put plants into different
environments and have changed their
genes gradually through plant breeding.
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plant to
handle higher salt for a while
longer than plants that are
not engineered.
We can help the

t0
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Two desert iceplant specimens under salt stress. The older plant (right) has leaves
showing signs of salt stress, but it is surviving.

That does not work with salt tolerance
breeding because too many genes are
involved.
Every time the team finds a prospective gene, they isolate it and in turn
isolate the protein it codes for, then
determine what the protein does. If it
seems to be a helpful protein, its gene is
taken and put into a model plant to test
its function under stress. This type of
biotechnological gene-grafting is
accomplished by one of two techniques,
one called Agrobacterium transformation and the second termed gene
insertion by a "gene gun."
"Once we find a suitable gene in the
ice plant, we restructure it to be a very
active gene in a crop plant," Bohnert
said. "We then transfer it into a bacterium that can infect plants which is a
very natural process that frequently
occurs in nature and the bacterium
then smuggles our gene into the target
plant. After infection, we need to
regenerate a new plant which now
contains one or more ice plant genes.
"With a gene gun, we attach our
restructured gene to tiny gold particles
and shoot these particles into plant cells.
The original gun used 22 caliber
ammunition, but now we shoot using
compressed helium. A certain number
of the genes will end up in the chromosomes of the shot cell. That happens by
chance and we have ways to find the
cell that contains our gene construct
from among many others. Finally, we
need to make a whole plant out of the

-
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cell, but that just takes time

-

approximately a year when we use that technique from cotton."
Crops that are easy to grow in a
laboratory situation serve as model
plants. So far, tobacco and Arabidopsis
(a relative of broccoli) have worked
well, along with tomato and cotton.
Once plants have been regenerated, the
scientists can multiply them and do
stress tests to find out how they react. If
they tolerate high salt levels, the
researchers know they have a portable
gene that may work in other crops as
well. Such tests are ongoing and already
several genes have been found that
work.
"We have found more useful or
potentially useful genes than we have
time to work on," Bohnert said.
Just because these genes improve salt
tolerance does not mean growers can
throw caution to the wind and start
cultivating engineered crops in extremely saline conditions, however.
Expectations must be more realistic.
"We can't say to the farmer, for
example, 'you can take your crop and
grow it in the Gulf of Mexico,' " Bohnert
said. "Obviously, high salt over a long
period is simply too high for a crop to
produce what we want seed, oil or
fiber. We will be able to protect corn or
soybeans, though, to survive, and even
continue to grow, during a two -week
drought, or an increase in salinity
between irrigations. We can help the
plant to handle higher salt for a while

-
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longer than plants that are not engineered. The best -case scenario for using
these genes is not growing the plants in
the sea, but enabling crop plants to
endure a transient stress."
Although the genes are not yet
available for commercial use in crop
plants, Bohnert believes this will
happen.
"I think that before I retire, I'll see
these plants growing in the field,"
Bohnert said. "Such crops could be
especially beneficial in developing
countries, where they have to grow
food, no matter what the condition of
the soil is, and no matter whether they
have enough water to irrigate or not.
This is not true for the U.S., where
agricultural practices are better developed and relatively stress-free cropland
is more abundant." However, salinization is a problem in all areas of the
world where there is irrigation, making
the patented protection process useful
for crops grown in various regions even
in industrialized nations.
Which altered crop would make the
biggest difference in feeding the world's
people?
"In the future, we hope to engineer
rice for moderate drought and salinity
tolerance," Bohnert said. "Because it is
too difficult and time consuming for pne
lab alone to accumulate all the genes, a
group of laboratories located all over
the developing and developed world
are tackling the problem. We clearly
envision and we are working on it
multiple gene transfers to engineer
environmental stress tolerance."

-

-
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Contact Hans
Bohnert in the
Department of
Biochemistry,
The University
of Arizona,
Biosciences
West, Tucson,

AZ 85721.
(520) 621-7961,

bohnert @biosci.arizona.edu.
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Preferential Flow
How It Affects Chemical Movement through Soil
No ONE CAN VERTICALLY BISECT A FIELD OF
cotton down to the groundwater to find
out how an herbicide moves as it sinks
through the soil. But after nearly 20,000
laboratory analyses, Jack Watson and
his research team have a pretty good
idea how that works.
They are studying a phenomenon
called preferential flow, where chemicals carried in water move downward
through soil more deeply in some areas
than others. As agrichemicals move
along preferential pathways, they may
pass rapidly below the root zone, where
they threaten the water table.
Since 1989, Watson has studied the
movement of herbicides through soil in
an effort to understand how the chemi-

They are studying a

phenomenon called
preferential flow, where
chemicals carried in water
move downward through soil
more deeply in some areas
than others.
cals penetrate soil voids, spaces that
contain air or water. This USDA -funded
series of projects, including two field

studies and a laboratory study, is
shedding light on ways to reduce
groundwater contamination. As an
avenue for water and other liquid
transport, preferential flow takes
advantage of existing holes made by
plant and animal life.
"Sometimes worm holes allow water
and chemicals to move faster," said
Watson, an extension water quality
specialist at The University of Arizona.
"Decaying roots can also leave holes,
and water can move faster in some soil
textures sandy soil, for example
than others. We ran these studies to
identify a basic phenomenon, rather
than to determine if there's a problem in
Arizona. Problem identification is the
job of the Department of Environmental
Quality.
"We're dealing with questions about
how application methods cause herbicides to go below the root zone,"
Watson said. "Can we identify those
practices that reduce the chance of
herbicide loss to groundwater ?"

-
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"We're dealing with questions

about how application
methods cause herbicides to
go below the root zone."
To find out, Watson and his colleagues set up field plots at the UA
Maricopa Agricultural Center, located
near Casa Grande. Soil scientist Art
Warrick, soil chemist Janick Artiola, and
weed scientist John Chernicky, all from
the UA, collaborated with Watson on
the study.
They began to test applications of
prometryn, an herbicide commonly
used in cotton. On the soil surface, the
researchers left some sections bare, and
planted others with cotton or barley to
determine the extent to which plant root
development increased the preferential

flow.
"We chose herbicides commonly used
in Arizona, that had some potential for
contamination of groundwater in cases
of excessive irrigations," Watson said.
"We wanted to understand the importance of preferential flow in increasing
leaching losses."
The team used three data collection
techniques in each plot. The first
involved traditional soil sample collecting down through the soil profile to a
depth of 2.5 meters. Second, soil water
was tested at specific depths using
measuring devices called suction
lysimeters. These solution samples were
evaluated with the soil samples to
determine whether the herbicide concentrations in each were comparable.
The third data collection method
used pan lysimeters. Consisting of a one
foot square glass brick with small holes
drilled in the top, these lysimeters were

buried at one meter depths throughout
the plots to compare the concentrations
of chemicals collected in the glass bricks
with the concentrations collected in the
suction lysimeters.
"For each sample we took, we needed
to identify whether preferential flow
had occurred or not," Watson said. "It's
really difficult to determine this, so you
have to come up with a trick for measuring it." To solve that problem, they
decided to add a tracer to the irrigation
water to track its movement. "If the

herbicide and the tracer went to the
same depth, it would mean the herbicide was not held in the soil," he said.
As they measured flow in the field,
the scientists also conducted laboratory
adsorption studies to measure the
degree to which the herbicide was
attracted (adsorbed) to soil particles
when no preferential flow occurred.
Substances that attach to the soil
particles don't move quickly through
the soil. In these simple batch studies,
mixtures of herbicide and water were
shaken and centrifuged, and then
measured for the degree of adsorption
attained.
"High concentrations of prometryn
adsorbed more, meaning more was held
to the soil particles in the higher doses,"
Watson said. "That's the opposite of
what you'd expect that larger
amounts would adhere to the soil
particles less and therefore be more
available to move below the crop root
zone." The answer to that riddle may
be the additives in the formulated
material. Herbicides sold commercially
contain a dilute concentration of the
active ingredient, with other substances
added to stabilize the product and make
it easier to mix and apply.
"This raises the question: since data
for environmental studies is frequently
obtained on the pure compound, is the
loss actually greater or less than those
studies show ?" Watson said. "Our
study indicates the latter, which is
actually better for the environment
because the substance stays closer to the
soil surface, instead of moving quickly
into the groundwater, in this particular
case."
Watson also tested different methods
for applying the herbicide, measuring
the amount of preferential flow resulting from each. In the first set of plots, he
used a conventional ground rig to spray
the material onto dry soil. For the
second set, also on dry soil, he injected
the herbicide into the irrigation water.
On the third group of plots, the herbicide was again introduced into the
irrigation water and applied after the
soil was pre- irrigated.
After painstaking rounds of sampling,
measuring and comparing, a picture of
the herbicide's movement through the
soil profile began to emerge. When
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After painstaking rounds of
sampling, measuring and
comparing, a picture of the
herbicide's movement
through the soil profile began
to emerge.
applied in irrigation water to initially
wetted soil, the prometryn moved more
rapidly compared to the tracer than it
did in dry soil. However, the water
moved more uniformly through the soil
and thus the tracer and water depths
were more shallow. Consequently, the
depth of the prometryn was essentially
the same for all treatments.
Watson said he expected the chemigation (applying chemicals through
irrigation water) to cause deeper movement of prometryn than the conventional
spray rig treatment. The irrigation water
was expected to increase preferential
flow, but it didn't. Close attention to
maintaining the same soil surface
conditions likely precluded the development of preferential flow paths.
"It appears from this study that there
was no enhanced movement of
prometryn when applied in irrigation
water versus conventional means,"
Watson said.

Partial sub -soil layers can redirect water flow so that some areas receive little water,
while others receive a great deal (from Watson's video How Water Moves Through Soil.)

Another very positive benefit of the
chemigation applications was an
improved uniformity of application
compared with the conventional
treatment. The soil concentrations and
the uniformity of those concentrations
suggests that less prometryn would be
needed for effective weed control if
applied via chemigation. Such a practice
would reduce the amount available for

loss to groundwater. (There is a catch:
the irrigation uniformity and efficiency
need to be very good, and any grower
using chemigation should consider
potential carryover effects on subsequent crops.)
Watson's group is currently investigating the timing of preferential flow
during infiltration, to determine if it
occurs only during the initial stages of
infiltration, or if it persists the entire
time the irrigation water is moving
through the soil.
To benefit the agricultural community, the results of this research have

been presented through Cooperative
Extension to help growers understand
ways to reduce pesticide use while
maintaining crop productivity.

-
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For ordering
information
regarding the

Herbicides attracted (adsorbed) to soil particles don't move quickly through the soil.
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instructional
video How
Water Moves
Through Soil,
contact Jack
Watson at the
Maricopa
Agricultural Center, Research
Division, 37860 Smith -Enke Rd.,
Maricopa AZ 85239, (520) 5682273, jwatson @ag.arizona.edu.
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Fiscal Year 1994/1995
($23.4 million)

Industry
$3.14 million (13.4 %)
Counties /Cities /State
$2.14 million (9.2 %)

Foundations /Educational Institutions
$1.78 million (7.6 %)
Miscellaneous
$2.15 million (9.2 %)

Federal Government
$14.15 million (60.6 %)
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Vision
nation's leading College of Agriculture and to provide a
better quality of life, through learning and development of
knowledge, for our students, the people of Arizona and society.
To be the

Mission
The College of Agriculture stimulates learning through exploration and discovery to enhance agriculture, the environment, our
natural resource base, family and youth well -being and the
development of local communities. We accomplish this mission
by the integration, dissemination, and application of knowledge
in the agricultural and life sciences.

Values
We will achieve continuous improvement in both program quality

and employee development through:
Cooperation and flexibility
Honesty and integrity
Open communication and trust

Commitment and dedication
Scholarship and innovation
Diversity and mutual respect
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